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Contributions to the History of the Islamic Mint in the 
Middle Ages.

2nis thesis is the first attempt of its kind to contribute
to the history of the Cairo mint,a very important economic institution
in the AyyHbid state organisation in the l}th century A.D.

The detailed discussion of the subject is primarily based on 
entirely new material,drawn from an unpublished and hardly known Arable

I — “
manuscript,entitled * Secrets of the Mint* and composed by Mansur ibni-tr.-i. r i - i n -  - i vfm i m

ha'ra.The author ©f the thesis submitted the extremely difficult and 
corrupted text to a critical analysis which revealed that the treatise 
of ibn Ba'ra was written between A.D.1218 - 1225 IA.H.615 - 622 ).The 
interpretation of the invaluable material*contained in the manuscript* 
permitted the author to investigate all aspects of the mint of Cairo, 
its administrative significance,its system of control,its internal org 
ganisation,its technical problems,finally its monetary issues and me
thods of production.

The discussion is presented in the light of contemporary 
historical background,based both on textual and numismatic source ma
terial, it is preceded by an outline of the minting policy of the jirab 
Caliphate^and a more detailed summary of the history of mints in the 
Muslim Egypt aown to the reign of al-Kamil (A.jl).1218 - J8 J.The author 
of the thesis also challenges present methods of presentation of numis
matic catalogues,which,in his opinion,do not fully answer the require
ments of modern historical research.A full copy of the manuscript of 
ibn Ba'ra,with its jijaglish paraphrase complete the scope of the thesis.
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I i iTHQDUC TI ON
It is a coinraon character istio of every student recapi

tulating the results of his first research to overrate the 
significance of his achievement • But even at the risk of being 
accused of having succumbed to this danger I cannot refrain 
from stating that the conclusions reached at the end of my 
research have by far outgrown my first expectations*

When I decided to embark upon the subject of Islamic 
mints 1 intended to contribute to the knowledge of the his
tory of Medieval Islamic institutions,for,as Sauvaget points 
out, flfh8tel de la monnaie £tant inseparable de I1hotel du 
gouvernBmeht,les ateliers mon£taires sont aussi des centres 
aaministratifs. * ^  I also wanted to investigate the methods 
of production of coins,the limited knowledge of which re-

i
suits from the fact that,to use the words of Miles,'Akab
writers tell us vittually nothing about the operation of

2)the mint and the technique of coining*1 '
In the course of my research,however, I realised that

ithe study of Islamic mints is also very relevant from the 
point, of view of Medieval Islamic traae activities.The

IjJ.Sauvaget,introduction k lfHistoire de l’Orient Musulman, 
Paris (1946),p.51*

2JCKC.Miles,The Coinage of the htaiayyads of Spain,New York(1950),i.p.98*
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mints were certainly not established to issue coins with 
the purpose of satisfying the vanity of Eastern princes,as 
claimed by Lane-Poole ^,but to meet the requirements of 
the economic situation .Thus by tracing the distribution of 
mints,as well as their monetary issues,we may be able to 
obtain valuable informations about contemporary trade.As a 
typical example of this kind of approach to the subject may 
serve the case of the Eatimid caliph al~2mir.Upon the loss 
of his very active mint in Tyre,to the benefit of the Cru
saders , al-Amir saw himself compelled to set up a new mint 
in Qus#whiQh move was certainly directed by the necessity 
of maintaining the supply of coins for the needs of the Egyp
tian trade*

Another important conclusion was the realisation that 
a minute scrutiny of technological aspects of the production 
of coins,and above all of their alloys,is the key to the 
understanding of the nature of Medieval Islamic monetary 
developments,an essential prerequisite to the study of Isla
mic economic history.

Textual sources bearing upon the subject of Islamic 
mints are very limited.There are two published Oriental 
works with chapters entirely devoted to the problems of 
mints .Those contained in 'The Ain i Akbari' deal with 16 c.

1^ S.Lane-Poole,lasti Arabici,NC,}rd ser.,(1885J#p«154«
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mint of the Moghul sultan Babar,^Those included in *Tadh- 
kirat al-Multlk1 * treat the mint of the §afavids.^There exists 
also the treatisfe of Haj Lassen (?)*in manuscript form#gi- 
ving the account of 14 c. mint of the Almoravids*A French 
translation of this treatise by M.Viala has been published 
in the work of J#L* Brethes,*^ As this translation is not 
accompanied by any critical notes*or by the Arabic text it
self* it must be treated with utmost reserve •in addition to 
these major sources scattered fragmentary informations can 
be found in works of various Oriental chroniclers*moralists 
or authors dealing with administrative problems*such for 
instance as Ibn Sa Crd*al-(jhazzalI,al-MaqrrzI#al-Qelqashandr 
or ibn Mammat!.

it is much better with informations concerning Islamic 
coins.For not only do Oriental texts abound in references 
concerning various types of coins*but there is even a whole 
work dedicated to Islamic coins*composed by al~Maqrizi who 
based his work on both textual and numismatic material»A 
task to collect and systematize these various scattered in
formations was successfully attempted by H.Sauvaire towards

l)H«Blochman*The Ain i Akbari.Calcutta {1873)• 
IJV.Minorsky/Iadhkirat al-Muluk#London (1943)•
5)J .JD.Brethes,Contributions 4 lfHistoire du Maroc par les 

Becherehes Humismatiques*Casablanca (1939)•
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the end of the 20 th century.^
A special place in this discussion on textual sources 

must be reserved to an entirely new source which constitutes 
not only the basis but the point of departure in my investi
gation.The source in question consists of an unpublished and 
hardly known manuscript of the Library of the King in Egypt* 
which contains a practical handbook dealing with problems of 
the Egyptian mint (Kashf al-Asrar al-*Ilmiya bi dar al-harb 
al-aisriya ),composed by-Mansur ibn Bacra. A critical ana
lysis of the contents of this text permits to identify this 
treaty as having been composed between A.L.1218 - 1225 
CA,H*$15 - 622 J,that is to say in the first half of the 
reign of the Ayyubid sultan al-Kamil. Although only a late 
and extremely corrupted copy of the original text has been 
discovered so far*it nevertheless offers a considerable 
amount of invaluable information for the purpose of my re
search.

Apart from textual sources there is of course immense 
numismatic material at our disposal.Since Islamic coins 
usually exhibit the place and date of their issue,a study 
of this kind of sources has become particularly essential 
from the point of view of my investigation.fortunately

l;H.Sauvaire,Mat&riaux pour servir 1 lfhistoire de la numis- 
matique et de la mitrologie musulmanes,JA (1879 - 1887 J.
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enough various collections of Islamic coins have since long 
become the subject of elaborate numismatic catalogues,which 
are the results of ingenious and toilsome critical examina
tion of generations of numismatists*Do these catalogues, 
however,fully answer the requirements of modem historical 
research ?

Let us take forv instance the problem of Islamic mints* 
In my opinion the catalogues provide us with source material 
which remains yet to be analysed from that point of view* 
Though all catalogues give us the names of mints born by 
examined coins  ̂ in so far as they are readible and under
standable ^,we must not accept the conclusion concerning the 
origin of a coin relying merely on its mint mark.Thus for 
example,we cannot accept wholeheartedly the list of Eatimid 
mints as presented by Miles in his 'EStimid Coins*where 
under the names of Iskandariya Misr and Misr ,we find a 
reference to coins dating from A*H* 337 341,343* 353 res
pectively, that is to say up to about 20 years before the 
conquest of Egypt by the Eatimids. Either were these coins 
struck in mints other than those suggested by their mint 
marks,or the mints which issued these coins did not belong 
to the Eatimids at that time*

lJ(x*C*Miles,Eatimid Coins, hew York (1951J #P*50
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And what about the so-called • unknown dinars' which 
show neither mint mark not the name of the sovereign ? This 
point is especially relevant for the study of minting deve
lopment in Egypt.lt is a well known fact that the Egyptian 
mint began to issue gold coins at a certain unknown date,which 
was an innovation of considerable economic significance.Yet 
we would expect in vain to find an answer concerning the date 
of this event on the basis of present numismatic catalogues.

Can,however,a satisfactory solution in respect of these 
two examples be reached at all ( apart from some new textual 
evidence J ? In my opinion this question remains open so long 
as the available numismatic material has not been exhaustively 
analysed.The point I bear in mind,that stone which has still 
been left unturned,is the problem of alloy,of the standard 
of fineness of Islamic coins,the analysis of which has hither
to been absolutely neglected. 1 do not pretend to be the first 
to insist upon the necessity of investigation of the standards 
of purity of Islamic coins.Thus for example S.Lane-Poole in 
his’Easti Arabici*1  ̂wants the description of coins in the 
planned Corpus of Muhammadan Numismatics to be provided with 
indications of the purity of metal.But whereas Lane-Poole 
insists upon it from the point of view of the conscientious
numismatist;whose duty it is to explore coins from every pos-.■.... . ■ ?
sible angle,!,for my part,try to point out the practical ad
vantages of this approach to numismatic source material.

IjS.Lane-poole,Easti .&rabiei,jNC }rd ser., (1885} #P«157*
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Thus,by examining the standard of fineness of Egyptian and 
Maghribi dinars in the first case,and of the funknown dinars* 
in the second case,we may be able to arrive at some interest 
ting conclusions concerning the questions posed above.

But the analysis of the standards of fineness of Isla
mic coins offers other advantages;bearing upon a problem more 
important than Islamic mints.Medieval Islamic texts are rich 
in references to various monetary types,exchange rates and 
pr&fes of commodities .an understanding of the nature of 
these various technical data would certainly elucidate many 
points concerning the principles underlying monetary deve
lopments,and contribute in this way to our knowledge of the 
economic history of Medieval Islam.lt is certainly not enough 
to state,in a discussion on economic problems,that *1*empire 
arabe * was *bim£talliste,c,est-i-dire r^glant sa circulation
mon£taire sur le dinar»£talon or,et le dirhem,£talon argentlP 
Bor is it necessary to reject the hypothesis that *les dinars
radhis £taient .... d'un titre inf^rieur aux dinars moucizzia|- 
•en raison des scrupules religieux qui pr£valaient alors dans 
ces questions de frappe de monnaie.* 'Because there were va
rious types of dinars and various types of dirhams,and the

lJL«Massignon,L* Influence de 1* Islam au Moyen Age Sur la Eon- dation et l'Essor des Banques Juives,Bul.Et.Or*,Damascus 
U93i;,i.p.6.

2jE.Minost,AU Sujet au Srait£ des Monnaies Musuljnanes de Makn-
*i,BK U937 J,P.52.
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difference between these various types depended on the diffe
rence of their alloys•The exchange rate was fixed according 
to the effective quantity of precious metal contained in the 
coins,that is to say according to the bonitas intrinseca. The 
manuscript of ibn Ba*ra is absolutely explicit about it,and 
provides even a table showing the exact differences between 
the alloys of various types of contemporary currency.By ana
lysing the standard of purity of a score of dinars i have con
firmed the information of ibn Barra.And following the hints 
contained in the manuscript in question I believe not only to 
have explained the nature of the Ayyubid huqra and Waraq dir
hams,but also ruled out the reliability of al-Maqrlzi in re
ference to the monetary reform of al-Kamil.The examination of 
numismatic source material from this point of view is a condi
tio sine qua non,which may not only give answer to the que
stion of the Mameluk coinage,a question posed 18 Ieighteen) 
years ago by prof.Mayer,but also offer a satisfactory basis 
to attempt a reconstruction of Islamic Medieval monetary sys
tem.

It is on the ground of the above arguments that I am of 
the opinion that the existing numismatic catalogues do not 
fully answer the requirements of modem historical research.

1)L.A,Mayer,Some Problems Of Mamluk Coinage,The Transactions 
of the International Numismatic Congress,London,June-July, 1936,
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The point may be raised how to proceed with such an exa
mination ? Certainly all the more important numismatic colle
ctions remain under the care of Keepers,Conservateurs,Custo
dians, ete*The very title of these experts implies that they 
are concerned with the preservation of numismatic material. 
Some time ago the examination of the proportions of the al
loy could only be perftamed by melting down samples of the 
analysed coin,an idea which would have certainly shocked 
the world of numismatists*

To be frank,! would not have any scruples in doing it*
To me,as a historian,a coin is purely and exclusively a 
historical source and not the object of some collectionee- 
ring mania.Once a source has been fully examined,it does 
not represent much value to me*Thus once a coin has been 
deciphered,measured,weighed,photographed,cast etc*,I do not 
see any reasons why its samples should not be submitted to 
melting.This process could indeed reveal to us some interes
ting details of technological nature.

Fortunately,modem science offers us the so-called 
spectroscopic method,by means of which exact proportions of 
the alloy can be ascertained without exposing the coin to 
any danger whatever.In my research I used the method of mea
suring specific gravities,which enabled me to reach conclu
sions concerning the degree of purity of the dinars *1 was
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lucky to find in Dr.Walker a scholar who not only helped me 
with his advice,but who also allowed ae to use the available 
instruments of the laboratory of the British Museumiwhich, 
unfortunately is not equipped with a spectroscopic apparatus)# 
When,however,I applied to the Bibliothique Rationale in Paris, 
asking for an examination of specific gravities of some dirhams 
of al-Kamil,I learnt with dismay that the • Cabinet des M&Lail- 
les de la Bibliothique Rationale • does not possess any labo
ratory at all,to proceed with such a simple experiment .If this 
is the situation in one of the most important numismatic cent
res of the world,what hope is there for a student of Islamic 
economics to get beyond the Maqrlzl stage I

In addition to this primary source material I consulted 
a vast amount of bibliographical material dealing both with 
administrative and technological aspects of the mint .While a 
full list of source and bibliographical material is given on 
pages that follow this introduction,the text itself is provided 
with adnotations referring to the sources of the passages in 
question.

Although the main part of the thesis deals with various 
aspects of the mint of al-Kgmil,I have,nevertheless,thought it 
necessary to precede it with two introductory chapters dis
cussing the minting policy of the Arab Qaliphate and the 
history of Egyptian mints respectively.Finally,to avoid the
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mistake of Mr.Brethes (see above p.7 ) I have provided my the
sis with a copy of the manuscript of ibn Ba ra,produced in ay 
own handwriting,Awkward though it is,it permits the reader to 
use this main source of my thesis in its Arabia form#
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Chapter I

O U T L I N E  O F  T H E  M I N T I N G  P O L I C Y  
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

O F  T H E  C A L I P H S

In the wealthy and prosperous mercantile community of 
Mecca,from where the future Arab rulers originated,there were 
no mints at all .Shapeless gold ingots were used for the inter
nal m a r k e t M o r e  important transactions were carried out in
dinars issued by the Bjcsantine mints,or in dirhams of Sasanid 

2) *5)provenance. 7 But even Himyarite coins circulated in 
Mecca on the eve of I s l a m , a significant fact indicating that 
the products of mints of the once flourishing kingdoms were 
held in high esteem long after the collapse of the last of the 
South Arabian dynasties.

The rapid expansion of the Arabs in the course of the 
7 th century established their sway over territories which had 
hitherto belonged to the Byzantine Empire and to the vanquished 
Sasanid dynasty,and whose static administrative organisations 
possessed well established minting systems.

l)Baladhiiri in Sauvaire,Mat#r., JA (1879) ,p.46l 
2 ) Mq., Shudh., May er , p . 2
3)£'°?\commercial activities in Mecca,seeLammens,La Mecque & la Veille de l,Hegire,p.221
4)Baladhuri in Sauvaire,Mater.,Ja (1879),p.463
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These systems,however,differed essentially from each other, 
both in the character of their structure and in their monetary 
issues .Though lacking in minting tradition of their own, the 
Arab rulers did not neglect the problem of coinage in organi
sing their empire.This interest on the part of the ealiphs 
caused that the heterogeneous mints of their empire began, 
within a relatively short period of time,to issue a uniform 
type of high quality coins.These were soon to become a popu
lar currency of Medieval Europe,and were even occasionally 
imitated by the mints of some Christian rulers

It is the subject of the present chapter to outline the 
development of the policy of Jbhe caliphate towards minting 
production.Numismatic evidence and textual source material, 
scarce though the latter is,permit to distinguish certain 
phases in this development.They are t

1.The early transition period
2.The pre-reform Umayyad period (A.D.661-690)
3*The post-reform liaayyad period (A.D.690 - 750)
4.The cAbbasid period (A.D.750 till about the end of the9th c.,when the caliph exercises 

none but nominal authority over 
the mints)

l.The early transition period.
It has been generally accepted that the Arabs immediate

ly after their conquest maintained the existing administrative

l)cf.,Sabatier,Description c£n£rale des Monnaies Byzantines, i.p*90

i



organisation.This is on the whoii true for their attitude to
wards the inherited mint systems.1  ̂As,however,the Byzantine 
minting policy differed from that prevailing in the Sasanid 
realm,it is necessary to discuss the policy of the Arabs in 
the two different areas separately*

a*Byzantine provinces*
The chief characteristic of the Byzahtine minting produc

tion was its centralisation*The issuing of gold coins,the of
ficial currency of the Byzantine Empire,was restricted to 
the mints of Constantinople,Carthage and Ravenna.*^ The pro
duction of copper coins destined for small local circulation 
was limited to main provincial centres*The reform of Theodo
sius II (in A.jD*}93 ) seems to have put an end to the right* 
of private individuals to manufacture copper coins-^. Accor
ding to numismatic evidence there were only two mints opera
ting in Syria and Egypt during the reign of Heraclius (A.D*
610 - 641 )*Tnese were Antioch4’̂ and Alexandria^^ •

Both Egypt and Syria constituted two prosperous provinces

ljcf*Walker,Cat.of the Arab-Sassanian Coins,p*e.
2)ef .Wroth, Cat .of the Imperial Byzantine Coins in the B*M.i.civ 
})Sabatier,Description (x£n£rale des Monnaies Byzantines,i*67.
A)Wroth,Cat.of the Imperial Byzantine Coins in the B.M.i.223 
5)ibid*,i*227
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of the Byzantine Empire.1^Egypt,because of her production of I 
corn and papyri,and her commercial activity,African gold being I 
one of its important items .Syria,because of her silk produc- I 
tion and because of the advantageous geographical situation, I 
enabling this *pays Sponge* ,as some call her,to draw enormous I 
profits from the transit trade.The Persian invasion (A.h.614 I 
-28) followed by the Byzantine reconquest and the final es~ I 
tablishment of the regime of the Arabs,all these factors I
must have produced a considerable reduction in the large-sca- I 
le trade operations.The wealth accumulated during the long I 
centuries of the *Pax Romana* formed,however, a solid founda
tion to carry on internal economic activities, which neces
sitated supplying the home market with new issues of copper 
coins.Indeed numismatic evidence2  ̂ shows that the production 
of copper coins of the Byzantine type was not interrupted by 
the new rulers .The very nature of copper coins required neither 
particular skill nor any state control of their standardJLs 
this type of coin with imperial effigy was familiar to the 
Arabs?it seems quite natural that the existing local mints 
went on producing the traditional type,unopposed either by 
the local military governors or by the distant authority of 
the caliph.

1)for economic importance of Egypt and Syria see Heyd,Histoire du Commerce du Levant,i.pp.19-24
2)Stiekel,Alteste Muhammedanische Munzen bis zur Munzreforzn Abdulmelik•s,p .14
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hot that these authorities were absolutely disinterested 
in the existing mint centres.lt was in Syria where,under the 
new r£gime,the new development began.To judge by the numismatic 
evidence the old and once flourishing mint of Antioch ceased 
its operations under the reign of Her&clius (last available 
copper coin from that mint dates from A.D.616 - 7 mm

Arab regime there appeared several mints instead of the An- 
tiocheam one.In view of the lack of documentation any expla
nation of this phenomenon remains in the sphere of hypothesis. 
Was it because the Arabs wanted to strip that famous hellenis- 
tic centre and Eastern outpost of the Roman Empire of the spe
cial privileges which the possession of an imperial mint un
doubtedly was ? At any rate this line of policy was not applied 
to other important Byzantine centres like Alexandria and Car
thage .Or was it because the shifting of importance from An
tioch to Damascus as the seat of the Arab governor was associa
ted with the transference of the mint ? This would still lea*e 
open the problem of the appearaneeof the new mints, in other 
minor localities.Can one go as far as to interpret this appa
rent decentralisation of minting production as the manifesta
tion of reaction against the highly centralised system of the 
Byzantines ? If such a tendency really existed it was later 
contradicted by the attitude of ̂ Abd al-jialik and his successors.

1)Wroth,Cat.of the Imperial Byzantine Coins in the B.M.,i.223
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A quite plausible explanation is offered by Lavoix.1  ̂He 
rightly points out that the Arab conquerors were not giving 
but taking from the Byzantine provinces*They could not,there
fore, create new mints.These centres,concludes Lavoix,must ha
ve existed under the Byzantine administration, but were is
suing coins under the auspices of the provincial capital town. 
Once Antioch lost its status of provincial capital,the diffe
rent minting centres began to issue coins with their own mint
monograms.To these belonged Aleppo,Ascalon,Gaza,Jaffa,Lydda,

2) - *' ^)Ramlah,Safuriya 7,Amman,Ma*an,Manbij,Masrin-//, Damascus,Emesa,
Tiberias,Ba,labakk,Aelia (.Jerusalem) ,Qinnasrin and Tortosa^.

Already under cUmar ibn al-j\hattab (A.D.634-44) Syrian
mints began to strike slightly modified coins consisting of
the old Byzantine type with an Arabic equivalent of the Latin

5)and Greek legend. 'To the inhabitants of Syria and Egypt,in
cluding the workers of the mints,Arabic was the language of 
their rulers,just as Latin and Greek that of their predecese 
sors.Aad it was probably on their own initiative that the la- 
cal mints introduced the Arabic language to their monetary

1)Lavoix,Cat. des Monnaies Musulmanes de la Bibliothfeque Rationale, iii.p.xviii
2) ibid.i.pp.1-16/iii.p.xviii
3)Lane-Poole,Cat.of Oriental Coins in the B.H.,i.pp.l - 16
4)Stickel,Slteste Muhammedanische Munzen.,pp. 14 - 24
5) ibid.,pp. 8,15,17
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issues to keep pace with the new political circumstances.The 
coins bearing the name of cDiar (ibn al-KhattabJ were in fact 
produced,^ but the prevailing lack of a consistent uniform 
type;rules out the existence of any policy on the part of the 
new regime,to influence directly the activities of the former 
Byzantine mints in the area under consideration.

Neither was the Arab regime felt in the operations of 
the Carthage mint.This Arab acquisition was,however, signi
ficant for the following reasons.Firstly because of separat 
tist tendencies which found their expression in the monetary 
issues of Ifrlqiya* and secondly because the mint of Cartha
ge had enjoyed under the Byzantines the right to issue gold 
coins,a privilege shared only by Constantinople and Ravenna. 
The issue of gold coins2  ̂by a province which no longer be
longed to the Byzantine Empire but to the Arab Caliphate, con
stituted a flagrant break of the universally respected impe
rial monopoly.

b.SSsffnid provinces.
In contrast with the Byzantine system,minting in the 

Sasanid kingdom was extremely decentralised.By toilsome ana
lysis of the Pehlevi-Arabic inscriptions occuring on early

l)Stiekel,Alteste Muhammedanische Munzen.,p.8
a *

2JWroth,Cat.of the Imperial Byzantine Coins in the B.M.,i.288
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Sassanian-Arab coins,some 50 of these mints have already 
been identified.1  ̂A great deal still remains to be located. 
Some of them,according to Dr.Walker,will never be deciphered. 
Except for the conclusions drawn from numismatic evidence no
thing is known about the relation of this network of mints to 
the ruler of the kingdom,but the uniform type of silver coins 
(in distinction from the Byzantine official gold currency, 
that of the SfsEnids was based on silver),with the effigy of 
the ruling sovereign suggests that the head of the kingdom 
enjoyed some kind of suzerainty over the scattered minting 
cent res,be it only a nominal one.

Whereas in Syria and Egypt the Arabs merely substituted
their own supremacy for that of the Byzantines,their eastward
expansion involved them in fierwe conflict with the #national*
kingdom of the Sas&nids.In spite of this essential difference
between the two conquests,the attitude of the Arabs towards
the mint production in the conquered Sasanid territories did
not differ from the policy of the governors in the West.The
long years of obstinate struggle reduced the number of mints.
Those which passed under the domination of the new rulers,
carried on their normal operations.The establishment of the
new regime was marked,however,by the quick appearance of Ara-

2)bic legend in Kufie script /,the subsequent rejection, m

1)cf.,walker,Cat.of the Arab-Sassanian Coins,p.JCIZ
2)ibia.,p.}
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A.H.32 ^A.D.652), of the 'YezcLegird III' fcype of coins and
1 )the issue of the popular 'iGiusrau II • type of coins. yThe 

very fact that the coins of (his elebrated Sasanid king were 
selected to serve as a standard type under the Arab newcomers 
implies the existence of an institution whose decisions in 
respect of monetary issues were widely respeeted,Apart from 
this circumstance there is no trace of any attempt, on the 
part of the Arabs>to alter the inherited Sassanian mint sys
tem during this early transition period,

2.The pre-reform (Jfoayyad period (A.D,66l - 690 )•
The reign of Mucawiya ibn Abi Sufy&n t A, I) ,661 - 680 ) 

forms a link between the early transition and the post-reform 
Unayyad period.In his successful attempts to give his kingdom 
a solid structure based on the inherited Syro-Byzantine admi
nistration, Mu cawiy a organised a centralised fiscal system.^ 
Textual and numismatic evidence show that these activities 
also embraced the problem of the mints,introducing new measu
res which constituted the foundation stone of cAbd al-Malik’s 
reform.

In his treatise on coins,MaqrfzT says that some moneta
ry changes like the devaluation and the striking of •Khusrau

l;cf•,Walker,Cat.of the Arab-Sassanian Coins,p.5
2Jcf.Lammens,Btudes sur le rfcgne du Calife Omaiyade Mo^awi- 

ya ier,p.l98
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II * dirhams with Arabic by-legends had already been under
taken by cUaar ibn al-Khattab and T̂Jthman ibn Affan ^ .* « •

This statement is rendered untenable not only by the numis
matic evidence but also by information supplied by BaladhurT^ 
and MaqrTzf himself^,according to which the pre-conquest ty
pes of coins had remained unaltered until the innovations of 
Mus^ab ibn al-Zubayr.Conversely, another statement of Maqrlzi*^ 
incompatible with the former one,is reflected in the available 
numismatic material•According to Maqrizi the final decision 
about the standard of dirhams, struck under Mu awiya, be longed 
to the caliph himself,his order being carried out by Ziyad ibn 
Abihi,governor of the Eastern part of the kingdom.Furthermore 
Mucffwiya is credited to have issued dinars with a standing ef
figy of the caliph.

In the light of the existing numismatic evidence it was
really this Muslim ruler whose name first appeared on the Sa-

5)ssanian-Arab dirhams struck in harabjird in A.H.41 x ,the year 
of Mucawiya*s accession to the caliphate (A.D.661) .As for Zi
yad ibn Ablhi,he really struck similar coins in the same mint,

£) Mq •, Shudh • Mayer, p .4
2jBalSdhurI in Sauvaire,Mat£r., JA (1879)#P*46l
3)Mq.,Trait£ des Poids et des Mesures L^gales,le Sacy,p.73*
4)Mq.,ShucLh.,Mayer,p.4
5)Walker,Cat.of the Arab -S&ssanian Goins,p.25
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t not in Mu awiya*s;but in his own name^.So did other ^as
tern governors down to the reform of cAbd al-Malik.^

In spite of its inexactitude the information of M&qriziJ
about Mu awiya issuing dinars of the 1 standing caliph* type^ 
contains some elements of truth .Wei lhausen^ who quotes the 
Syrer^Lavoix4̂  expecting a discovery of dinars in question, 
and Martinori^iho wrongly interpreted an early Byzantine di
nar,are the authorities who by seeing in Mucawiya the first 
Muslim ruler to strike gold coins,support the statement of 
MaqrtzI.The existing numismatic material makes this opinion 
inacceptable.The truth is that Muc awiya introduced a new 
* standing ealiph • type not of dinars but of copper coins 
t f u l u s ,examples of which are available.The faet that this 
•standing caliph * type was later adopted bycAbd al-Malik as 
the model for his early dinars probably gave rise to the con
fusion in the statement of MaqrTzT.

The above evidence makes it possible to assume that during 
the reign of Mucffwiya the Arab caliphate took the first steps

l^Walker,Cat.of the Arab-Sa3sanian Coins,p.xlii 
2) jtbid.,p.xxxvii/ clj
}) Wellhausen,Das Arabische Reich und Sein Sturz,p.l36
4JLavoix,Cat .des Monnaies Musulmanes de la Bibliothfcque Na 

tionale,i.p.xxvii 
5jMartinori,LaMoneta,p.llO
§}stickel,Alteste Muh&mmedanische Munzen.,pp.26,28,33
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to establish its influence over the existing mints.As a result 
of this interference,the mints in Syria began to strike a new 
type of fulus,substituting the figure of the caliph for the 
imperial effigy.The Arab-Sassanian b t *  with the name of Mu -

£awiya indicates that the governors of the former Sasanid pro
vinces began to establish control over the local minting sys
tem on behalf of the central authority,but similar monetjury 
types ,issued in their own name,prove that they did not consi
der it as an exclusive prerogative of the caliphate.1^
3•The Umayyad post-reform period (A.D.690 - 750 J.

^mong the circumstances preceding the big-scale reforms 
of ̂ Abd al-Malik ^A.D.685 - 705)/^i?e two which,in my opinion,
should be mentioned here , as bearing upon the subject of the 
present inquiry.The first was the skilful exploitation by the
partisans of the rival caliph Abdallah ibn al-Zu>ayr (A.D.
683 -692) of the mints in their possession.There are several
examples of Arab-Sassanian coins struck in the name of ibn
al-Zubayr,some of which bear his name with the title VAbdal-
_  2 ) l&h Commander of the i'aithful*. ' Considering the fact that
some of ihn al-Zubayr • s governors used to issue coins also
in their own n a m e s a n d  that this rival caliph exercised no

ljcf.,Walker,Cat.of the Arab-Sassanian Coins,p.cl 
2)ibid.,p.xlii 
3;ibid.,p.xlii
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real authority,but served merely as a cover for the Anti-Uina- 
yyad party*^,the coins issued in his name should not be re
garded as a manifestation of his effective control over the 
mints,but as a means of propaganda^spread by those of his 
partisans who had mints at their disposal. Tne lack of a uni
form type of coinage and the decentralised,scattered minting 
production in the former Sasanid territories offered an op
portunity to issue coins,the inscriptions on which were di
rected against the authority of the Uaayyad Caliphate.

The second circumstance was the fact that Abd al-Malik 
was probably facing a shortage of gold currency.The influx of 
the Byzantine *solidif,whose production in that Eastern Medi
terranean area was exclusively restricted to Constantinople, 
obviously suffered by the Arab invasion.The accumulated reser
ves were spent by Abd al-Malik*s predecessors.lt is enough to
recall the heavy commitments of MuScwiya in order to come to

2 ) cterms with the Byzantines;Abd al-Malik himself was impelled
to renew the armistice with Justinian II (A.B.685-695*705-
711J for a sum of gold pieces,which exceeded that paid by 

c ^)Mu awiya -.This monetary crisis brought about an event which 
had a tremendous influence upon the whole course of Medieval

lJY*ellhausen,Bas iirabische Keich und Sein Sturz,p.l25 
2J0strogorsky,Geschichte des Byzantinischen Staates,pp*73*81 
}) ibid.,p.85
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economic historyAjnint of the caliph began**̂  to produce dinars 
which were to become the official currency of the Caliphate, 
Although the name of this mint does not occur on these dinars, 
there exists evidence which suggests Damascus as the site.The 
very fact that the coins bear no mint name suggests its special 
status in distinction from other mints issuing dirhams or fu- 
ltls. Considering that such a mint had to be established under 
the strict control of the highest authority of the state,it is 
safe to regard the mint of that chief administrative centre 
of the Uaayyads to have been entrusted with that sort of pro
duction.Besides this •negative* numismatic evidence there is 
a detail in Baladhurl ^  according to which gold coins struck 
under Sabd al-Malik were called * Damascus dinars•.Another argu
ment in favour of this location is mentioned later in connec-

^ — 'tion with the installation of the Abbasid dynasty.
The minting of gold coins by the caliph has a twofold si

gnificance .While ? on the one hand}it shows the high degree of 
political emancipation of cAbd al-Malik,which allowed him to 
disregard the Byzantine monopoly^, it indicates,on the other 
hand ;that the caliph had an experienced minting staff able to 
produce gold coins of the same standard of fineness as those

l;for chronology of the reform of^Abd al-Mali^ see Stickel, 
Alteste Muhammedanische Munzen,pp.4J-53*

2j#aladhurl in Sauvaire,Mat£r.,JA (1879J#P*463*
3JTruly,gold coins are likely to have been issued throughout 
this early phase in Ifriqiya (though no examples are avai-
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issued by the imperial Byzantine mint.
The dinars issued by the mint of Damascus went through 

the usual process of evolution.tfrom being an exact imitation 
of the Byzantine solidus,to the •standing caliph’ type in A. 
H.74,(A.D. 693-694),and finally,to the new purely Islamic type 
of dinars in A.H.77 (A.D.697)*Two years later this type was 
also adopted for dirhams"^.

The fixing of the new type of Muslim coinage was another 
big achievement of Abd al-Malik.Replacing the effigies with
rersets such as t̂\„)u _ ,, „ v  y| j, y

may be considered as an emphasized reaction on the part of the
Arab Caliphate against the established symbols of the Byzanti
ne and Sfisanid past.The insertion of personal names,including

lable until A.D.715*6) .But the mint of that remote province had probably operated quite independedently from the central 
authority.its gold issues must,therefore,be regarded at that 
stage as a survival of tha former regime rather than an inno
vation of the Arabs.
l)On the authority of Dr .Walker.

( Qur ' IX t3s)
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that of the caliph,was prohibited.This measure may have had 
the aim of preventing the coins from being exploited by hosti
le propaganda.*^

To achieve successfully his reform ^Abd al-Malik needed 
& strong hold over all the existing mints.he found in al-Haj- 
jaj a man who undertook the task of imposing the new type all 
over the former Sasanid area.Except for the outlying Eastern 
provinces,where the latest of the Arab-Sassanian coin survi
vals still appear under the immediate successors of the Ab- 
5asid caliph Harun al-hashTd (A.D.786-809) ^  aH  the existing 
mints in the Eastern part of the Ufoayyad kingdom were forced 
to adopt the reformed type of coins.as for the Western part, 
here the mint of Ifrlqiya and,later,that of Spain,seemed to 
have resisted the authority of Damascus,in so far as they ne
ver ceased to add their respective monograms to the Islamic 
legends on dinars.^

Al-hajjaj is also credited with the opening of the first 
mint to be built under the Arab regime. ̂ Though textual sour
ces do not specify where this event took place,numismatic data 
speak in favour of Aufa as the site of its location.The estab-

ljkor the problem of the coinage of propaganda,see M.Grant,
The Coinage of propaganda,The Listener,rr.ll80 (11.10.1951J

2)Walker,Cat.of the Arab-Sassanian Coins,p.xxvi
JJLavoix,Cat.des Monnaies Musulmanes de la Biblioth&que ratio
nale,! .pp.37,58,109,116.-also Miles,The Coinage of the Umay- 
yads of Spain,i.p.21

4JSauvaire,Mat&r., JA (1882)jj>.281
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lishmufe of the mint was accompanied by the fixing of the 
percentage allotted to this institution from the minted metal, 
to cover the salaries of minters whose official status was 
stressed by tattooing their arms.*^ Another new mint was con
structed by al-Hajjaj in wasit,its earliest available coin 
dating from A.H.85 ( A.D.707 The settling of the budget
of the mints, reflected in MaqrlzPs text^,the severe mea-

4)sures  ̂cutting off one arm ) applied to forgers ,and the uni
formity of production,all thfcse indicates that ^bd al-Malik 
bequeathed to his successors an efficient minting organisation 
which constituted one of the sources of revenue of the cali
phate*

It was during the caliphate of Hisham ibn "Abd al-Malik 
(A.D.724-743) that an attempt was made to reduce the number 
of minting centres.Hisham , well known for his successful fi
nancial policy^,attempted a drastic tightening of control 
over this source of revenue .Although he never succeeded in 
restricting the production of coinage to Wasit only,as clai
med by Maqrlzi ^,the analysis of mint names occuring on dir

1 )BaladhurT. ,Eutu3j al-Buidan,edn.Egypt .p.454
2)Lane-Poole,Cat.of Oriental Coins in the B.if.,i»pp*2},27 
) ) Mq •, Shudh., May e r , p. 5
4)haladhuri •, Eututy al-Buidan, edn.Egypt, p .455
5)^abrieli,Il Califfato di HishCm ,p.l2J,ff.
6) Mq.,Shudh.,Mayer,p.7
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hams struck during the reign of Hisham,shows indeed the disap
pearance of many old Sassani&n mints*

The reforms of the l&nayydds show that; apart from remote 
provinces,the ralers of this first dynasty exercised effecti
ve control over the mints of the Muslim Empire.The Monopolis
tic measures,such as those attempted by HishSm,betray Byzanti
ne influence affecting the minting policy of the Uinayyad cali
phate.On the other hand^he lack of any effigy on the post 
-reform Uinayyad coins is an innovation foreign both to Byzan
tine and Sasanid offial coins.

4.The ̂ Abbasid period.
The centralised character of the Uaayyad mint system 

whose symbol was its uniform type of coins,could only be main
tained within the framework of a strong state organisation. 
With the cracking of the Baayyad administration some mints 
like Balkh1^,al-Taymara2^,Jayy^^,Rayy4^#Mahy^\and Ramhurmuz^ 
whose activities were completely stifled by the effective mea
sures of Hisham ibn abd al-Malik;began to operate again.The

1)Lavoix,Cat.des Monnaies Musulmanes de la Bibl.Hat.,i.p.132
2)ibid.»i.p.l32
3)ibid..i.p.133
4)ibid..i.p.133
5)&bid..i.p.133
6)Lane-Poole,Cat.of Oriental Coins in the B.M.,i.p.33



appearance,on coins struck by these mints,of a by-legend

(Qur;an,xlii,22 ) not only meant the provocation of the cent
ral authority,but was also an early forerunner of changes to 
take place under the new dynasty.Some of these changes were 
undoubtedly due to the authority of the early Abbasids,others, 
which eventually led to the complete severance of any admini
strative bonds between the mints and the throne,were brought 
about by the gradual decline of the power of the Abbasidi dy
nasty •

I
Whereas the L&aayyad caliphs relied for their power on Sy

ria whose official currency was based on gold,the Abbasids es
tablished the centre of their authority in the former Sasanid 
territories,where silver was in official use.(In both these 
areas,of course,copper coinage was struck for limited local 
needs.Although this type of unofficial currency followed,on 
the whole,the fashion of dirhams,yet I don*t think that the 
control over this type stretched beyond the competence of lo
cal administrations).

The date A.H.132 (A.D.750), appearing on the earliest a-
c 1 )vailable Abbasid dinar ' coincides with the year of the

conquest of Damascus.This fact constitutes another argumefri in
favour of Damascus as the place of origin of the dinars in that

1)Lane-Poole,Cat.of Oriental Coins in the B.M.,i.p.J4
2) cf.discussion above,p.43



area.It also indicates that gold coins of the AbbasieLs were 
struck only after the extension of their authority over the

c —Vtfestern part of the j«;mpire.The dinars of the Abbasios,like tho 
se of the Umayyads bear no mint names,at least until the reign 
of al-Ma mun.£t is,therefore,difficult to establish how long 
they remained to be struck in Damascus .presumedly the stri
king of dinars was continued in I friqiya, and, judging by the 
names of Egyptian governors appearing on the dinars of al-HadI4 
it was also undertaken at a certain date by the Egyptian mint
The production in Damascus was,most probably,suspended inifa-

/ _ — vour of the newly established Abbasid capital in Baghdad.What
ever its date may be^,the beginning of the striking of dinars 
in Baghdad was an important event.The emission of gold coins 
in the former territory of the Sasanids opened a new chapter 
in the minting history of the Eastern part of the caliphate.

The brutal measures applied to some of the former fuppor- HI
ters of the revolution are reflected in the numismatic issues
of the early Abbasids .Their original revolutionary slogan is
abandonadd and a new formula adopted on the reverse of both
dinars and dirhams ( ^ \  ) .Except for a tem- i

2)porary resistance of the mint of IfrXqiya which adhered to 
the itoayyad legend,and for the mint of Spain which,with the
establishment of the IMayyad principality, be came completely

c —detached from Baghdad,the Abbasid type of legend came to be
universally adopted.This fact suggests that the Aobasid ca-
lJThe chemical analysis of "the" nameless" dinars" may-permit to 

draw conclusions about their origin.
2)Lavoix,Cat. des konnaies kusulmanes de la Bibl.Hat.,i.p.l}9



liphs succeeded in imposing a certain uniformity in the min- 
ting production.

During the reign of al-Mansur (A.D. 754-775) dirhams be
gan to lose their anonimity .'.fine name of his successor al-Mahdl 
appears on silver issues,the earliest available example dating 
from A.H. 141 *^.The insertion of the name of the heir to the 
throne was undoubtedly one of the ways in which the will of 
sovereign was publicly proclaimed.But the composition of the 
formula which reads s*\ \ s  suggests that the mints
adopting it;were recognizing the administrative authority exer- I 
cised over them by the thronejwhen with the lapse of time the- |] 
se mints passed under direct authority of semi-independent ru
lers, the formula *By order of the caliph • was dropped, but the 
name of the ruling caliph maintained.

—This new practice deprived the currency of the Abbasid j, 
dynasty of that remarkable anonymous character which was so 
typical for monetary issues of the Umayyads.Though they abili-
shed the name of the ruler from their coins,the lEaayyads main-

c  -tained control over the mints.The development under the Abba- 
sids led,on the contrary, to a paradoxical situation.In the 
course of the 9 th century A.D. the name of the ruling soverck 
reign begins to appear on coins struck all over the Muslim 
territories (including Spain,until the Ifiaayyads assumed the

c —title of the caliph ),but by then/the Abbasid^ caliphs exerci- <
!se none,but purely nominal authority over the mints. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

l)Lane-Poole,Cat.of Oriental Coins in the B.M.,i.p.42
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With, the succession of al-^ahdi (A.D.775-785) to the
throne,for the first timm,since the reform of iibd al-Malik
of course,the name of the caliph appears on dirhams1  ̂.iurther
development takes place during the short term of al-Hadi • s
office (A.D.785-786).For the first time personal names appear

2)on issues of gold. 'The appearance of various personal names 
both on dinars and dirhams shows that the right of having thdr 
names imprinted on coins was,by no means;an exclusive preroga
tive of the caliphs.lt also indicates that various authorities 
were assuming responsibilities for the minting production.

The reign of al-RashTd (A.D.786-809) marks a further step 
in the evolution of the relationship between the person of the 
caliph and the minting problems.hot only does the name of the 
ruling sovereign make its appearance on dinars *^#but also a 
new office is set up with the task of supervising the standard 
of the official coinage.According to Maqrlzi; Harun al-RashTd 
was the first caliph who gave up the personal supervision of 
the standard of coinage,delegating that duty to Ja cfar ibn 
Yahya al-harmaki4^,his famous favourite.G.C.Miles proposes to 
consider this appointment as an honorary one,which,together

l;Lane-Poole,Cat.of Oriental Coins in the B.M.,i.p.539
2)ibid.,i.p.6l
3)ibid..i.p.66
4)Mq. ,Shuah.,Mayer,p.8



with the striking of coins with the name of JaBfar should be 
regarded as one of many favours bestowed by Harun upon his in- 
tim&te flfciena.̂  The change in the legend of coins introduced bj 
al-Sindl;who wucceeded the executed J a^far, prompts Miles to re-

tconsider his previous view.He says tJa^far may have haa more
2)than nominal administration of the coinage! 1 In my opinion, 

Maqrizl's information,together with those concerning the two 
consecutive successors of Jacfar,must be accepted at their fa
ce value.In the light of these data,the supervision of the coi
nage until the reign of narun al-hashid remained under the per
sonal charge of the caliphs and was not,therefore,submitted to 
any particular administrative department.Under ft&run al-&ashld 
a new practice was introduced;in accordance with which the ca
liph delegated that charge to a person chosen by him.The app 
pointment to tnis office was not necessarily attached to an 
administrative function performed by the chosen candidate (.li
ke the vizirate for instance),but depended merely on the ca
liph *s will.Al-Sindl, appointed by iiarun al-nashid after da-: :

,.7 , , x)cf&r’s death,never performed the function of vizir. Yet,under
his administration,the coinage of the caliphate reached stan-

1JMiles,The Numismatic History of hayy,pp.6o-6l 
2jibid..p»84
3)for the part of al-Sindl in the ’liquidation'of the Harma^ida 
see Houvat,Les Barmecides d’aprfes les Historians Arabes et 
Hersans,p.91
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darti. which was to be remembered by later generations ^.Al
2 )-i<adhl ibn al-habT became vizir in a.H.187 in place of 

oa~far ibn Xahya.hut he was appointed the superintendent of 
coinage only by the caliph al-Amln (A.D•809-81}) ♦ Coins bea
ring the name of al-i?adhl issued during the caliphate of al 
-Amin seem to confirm Maqrizi#s information.Here is a list of 
the consecutive aufJarimtjndents of the coinage of the calipha
te ;based on the authority of Maqrizi and on the available nu
mismatic materialt

name of the superintendent 
tiâ far ibn iahya*^ 
al-bindX b.iahya al-Harashl 
al-ladhl ibn al-Habl ^

1 ;Mq. ,hhudh.,Mayer,p. 11
2;Zambauer,iianuel de Cen£alogie et de Chrofcologie,i.p.6 
}) In the light of the above, I cannot accept zambauer’s view 
(Manuel, i. 6 that Ja^far's nomination to the vizirate took pla
ce in that year in whicn his name appears on the coins.Could 
not the appearance of Ja^far's name on the official coinage ha
ve merely been the consequence of his appointment to the peet c 
of the superintendent of coinage,before his accession to the 
vizirate? c»f)Mq., gives al-Abbas ibn al-J?adhl, which must be a mistake on 
the part of the Arab historian,or his original source.

hates in A.H. The caliph 
177-187 al-Hashld
187-195
193-196 al-Amin
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A* question posing itself is how long this institution exis
ted, or how long it preserved its original character?That is to 
say, whether the real effective supervision of coinage did not 
develop into a degenerate foria,that of a purely nominal func
tion bestowing,however,upon its bearer the honour of having 
his name put on coins,not to speak of some financial advanta
ges, undoubtedly attached to the performing of such function.
Can not the appearance of the names of al-i?a4hl ibn Sahl and

> *that of Tahir ibn al-Husayn on the coins of al-M§ mun ^A.D.
813-833;1) indicate that these two supporters of the caliph
performed the function in question during their long political
career?It would be a risky undertaking,however,to rely for t
that purpose on coins only,-considering for instance,that the
name of the second superintendent,al-Sinai,does not appear
on coins altogether.As for al-iadhl ibn Sahl and Tahir ibn

2)al-4usayn,the former was an efficient vizir ,and the latter 
a successful military leader enjoying,after al-Ma^mun's vic
tory in A.D.813#the post of honorary prefect over various 
provinces,But,though he was an honorary prefect of Damascus^ 
his authority did not extend over hgypt,and yet his name ap-

ljLane-Boole^at.of oriental Coins in the B.M.,i.p.95
2 jZambauer,Manuel,i•,p.6
3jibid.,i.p.28
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pears on Egyptian coins^-Wiiat was then the l^gal.the formal 
foundation for the issue of coins in their respective names,
if not the privileges derived from tie office introduced by 
Haruh al-Rashid ? The vestiges of this office seem to linger 
on still under al-Mutawakkil (A*I).847-61) who is said to have 
submitted alii, the mints of the caliphate to al-Mu^tazz

In studying the names on the coins originating from the 
period which extends from the reign of Harun al-Rashid until 
that of al-Mutawakkil,one realises how restricted was the 
number of mints remaining under the authority of these super
intendent s. Besides the Uaayyads of Spain,the Aghlabids in Ifri- 
qiyah andflater, various petty dynasties,used to administer 
their respective mints without interference on the part of 
the officers in question.When Tabari and Ibn Khaldun speak 
about the supervision of coinage,they probably mean by it tho
se of the mints which lay in the territories under the direct 
administration of Baghdad.lt was probably the only category of' 
mints that yielded profits to the treasury in Baghdad.Judging 
by the list of sources of revenue,dating from A.D.903,the 
^Abbasid caliphate possessed,by the beginning of the 10 th cen
tury, only 5 mints at its disposal.They were*Baghdad,Samarra,

ljLane-Poole,Cat.of Oriental Coins in the B.M.,i.p.95
2)Ibn Khaldun,edn.Bdlaq,iii.p.275*cf.Bauvaire,Mat£r.JA(1882)
p.285
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Kufa#ftasit ana Basra.^
1% was during the reign of HSrun al-Rashld that the cali

phate lost ist monopoly to the issue of gold coins ..Dinars
struck by the Aghlabids,the first example dating from A.H.191

2)(A.D,806-7) was tne first break of the hitherto prevailing
rule.further decentralisation followed apace.Instead of three 
dinar issuing mints ( Baghdad, Lgypt,Ifriqiyaj under al-Rashid, 
the number of such mints in A.H.276 (A.D.889J amounted to 
about twenty.Since,beginning with the time of al-Ma mun , 
the mint names appear on issues of gold coins,this number can 
be arrived at quite easily.

lJhe production of gold coins by several mints in the for
mer Sasanid territories was a remarkable phenomenon which

c _took place under the Abbasid dynasty.toith the disappearance 
of that last prerogative of the caliphs,there remains practi
cally nothing to distinguish the office of the caliphs from 
the many petty princes or governors who,in establishing their 
power over various provinces;were assuming responsibility 
for the production of coins in the mints operating in their

lJKremer,Ueber das Linnahmebudget des ^.bbasiden,p.27 
2JLavoix,Cat.des Mommies Musulmanes de la 3ibl.jmtionale,iii.
p. 345

3;Miles,‘i‘he Numismatic nistory of hayy,.119
4;Lane-Poole,Cat.of Oriental Coins in the B.M.,i.p.92
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territories tin so far as their authority over the mints was 
concerned^ .The custom of striking coins in the name of the 
ruling caliph,was not so much a manifestation of the once 
existing authority of the suzerain over the mints,as rather a 
token of allegiance expressed in this way by the ruler of a 
territory in which particular mints were operating.

Thus,about luO years after Hisham ibn Abd al-Aalik,un- i
der whose reign the centralisation of mints reached its apo
gee,the Abbasicis had lost all the prerogatives of their pre
decessors.The revival of trade ana industry,necessitating an 
increased production of coins, and the rise of many petty ru
lers possessing their own mints,both these factors caused a 
complete decentralisation of the mint system of the caliphate.

The inherent Byzantine tendency to monopolism,which was 
at the root of the linptyyad policy towards the mints of their

I
state haa to giveaway;under the Abbasid dynasty,to other in
fluences.The rise of a great number of scattered minting cen
tres absolutely emancipated from the control of the capital, 
the name of the ruling caliph on the coins,establishing a link 
with naghaad in the same way in which the pre-islamic dirhams 
were linked by xhe effigy of tne sovereign,-these are charac
teristics which tempt me to state that the mint system of the 
cAbbasids,represents another aspect of the problem of the revi
val of hasanid traditions under the Abb&sid dynasty.
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Chapter I I  

E G Y P T I A N  M I N T S

Although the monetary system in Egypt was based on gold, 
like everywhere in Byzantine territories1^,the actual gold 
coinage was not stnsak in this province.Tiftien the Arabs conque
red Egypt^the production of her apparently only mint,that of

2)Alexandria /,was restricted to copper coinage .Because of the 
scarcity of textual and numismatic data it is extremely diffi
cult to state the immediate effects of the Arab victory upon 
the operations of the mint of Alexandria.As the Arabs were 
well aware of the financial advantages and prospects offered 
by the acquisition of this prosperous province ;they aimed in 
their policy at such a stability of economy which would en
sure a regular to the treasury of the caliph,or to the
pockets of the particular governors.To achieve this the con
querors not only maintained the existing administration,but 
also came to terms with Nubia^,securing thus trade relations 
between Egypt and the African background.Normal commercial 
and industrial activities were bound to cause a demand for a 
steady supply of coins whose production was,most probably,con
tinued in the former imperial mint of Alexandria.Alexandria

ljWest and Johnson,Currency in Homan and Byzantine Egypt,p.lb9
2)Wroth,Cat.of the imperial Byzantine Coins in the B.Mi,p.227
3)Lane-Poole,A History of Egypt,p.21



was not,however, the only mint operating under the new regime.
‘fhe available coins from the early Muslim Egypt originate from 
Fayyuaf^ ,Atrib^ and Fustat^Aot to mention A l exandri&^itself.

! IWhere a 3 tne first two might nave alreaoy been active under the 
hyzantines,issuing coins under the auspices of the mint of the ‘
Egyptian capital Alexandria,the mint of Fustat was,of course,• #

a contribution of the new masters .Judging by the development
K)in Carthage and Syria**',! assume that the coins^ produced by A

these mints; underwent the usual stages of evolution,beginning
with the uirect imperial Byzantine type witn Arabic legends^,
f H s d  b ,n y * ’i w * -  ■ * ' ,-?j "7.. ~ • ; A i r  ■ w p  uj? 4. u  3  A 1then the #stanaing caliph* type ( see chajyt. I,p*41 ) with

i £ 7 )Arabic legends ' ,£.omm4 finally the new type of Aba al-Malik",
1examples of which are still extant*

In describing tne early administration of Egypt uane-Poole 
states,on p*18 of his history of Egypt,tnat tne Egyptian mint 
was submitted to the control of the chief qadi.Though true of 
the status of the mint under the iatimids,this statement is

lJ:fcavoix,Cat. des Mommies Musulmanes ae la Bib 1.Rationale,!.
p. 397

2 J Miles,-Hare Islamic Coins,pp.32-33 •^or importance of Atrtb and j*ayyum,see Mas^ero,Wlet,,iateriaux pour servir a la Ceogra- 
m *  de l ,Egypte,lser.pp.4 ana 142 respectively.
3)i-ane-loole,Cat.of Oriental Coins in the B*M.,i.p.l84
4)L&ne-poole,Cat.of the Collection of Arabic wOins..in the Kne- 

aiviale Library.,pp.114-115
5)Lane-Poole,Cat .of oriental Coins in the B.M. ,Add.i-iv.p.lr/
o)ibid.. A d d .,i-lv,p.l6
7Jibid..i.p.193



absolutely out of place as regards the Uaayyad a ami ni strati on 
of Egypt .Judging by the textual evidence recording the intro
duction of the reformed Islamic coinage by Abd al-AzTz ibn 
Marwan "^,the governor of Egypt,the Egyptian mints remained in 
the Umayyad period under the control of provincial governors. 
This seems to be confirmed by the fact that the available post
-reform Egyptian coins bear the name of the governor.*^

The reign of the Abbasids brought about a substancial
change in Egyptian minting pro duct ion. The shifting of the fa- 
eus of the Muslim Empire from Syria to Baghdad not only increa
sed the distance between Egypt and the capital of the A b basids, 
thus creating propitious conditions for political emancipation 
but also caused the intensification of commercial activities

C_ — L- Ialong the old Iraqi trade routes.as all the •international* 
trade relations in the Mediterranean area were based on gold 
currency,any intensification or dislocation of commercial traf* 
fic was bound to influence the production of gold coinage.The 
Egyptian marxet under the Umayyads could be supplied with di
nars from the mint in Damascus.When the production of dinars 
in Damascus was abandoned in favour of the remote Baghdadi 
mint (see chpt.I.p.49 ^difficulties in the supply grew 
proportionately to the distance.-^s the production of the

I j-Hdu al-Mahasin,Al-xmjuh al-Zahira,edn.Juynboll,i.p.195
2^Dane-Poole,oat.•...of Arabic Coins..in the Ahediviale Libra
ry pp•114-115



Baghdadi mint was chiefly concentrated on meeting administra
tive and commercial requirements of the Eastern part of the 
Empire,there was no other solution but to begin the striking 
of gold coinage in Egypt itself,This event,whose exact date 
like that of the opening of the Bagdad! mint,is uncertain,be
gins a new phase in the history of the mints in Muslim Egypt, 
during which gold coinage was to become the most important 
item of its minting production.

The names of Egyptian governors which begin to appear
c -sporadically on the Abbasid dinars,from the year A,H.lo7 (A.D,

D7B3) onwards,not only remove doubts concerning their Egyp
tian origin,but also offer ground for a consideration of the 
status of the Egyptian mint within the framework of that pro- 1
vince.It seems that the Egyptian mint was submitted to the au
thority of the governor,to the exclusion of the treasurer of 
that province (Sahib al-Eharaj ),who was frequently an official 
appointed by and responsible to the caliph himself.lt is signi
ficant that the available Egyptian issues from A.H.167 to 178
A.D.783-794) do not show the names of the caliph.Here is the 

2)list of the governors and treasurers of Egypt in those years, 
end of the names appearing on the Egyptian dinars struck in 
corresponding years 9

1JLane-Poole,Cat....of Arab Goins...in the Ehediviale Library, *
nr.863

2) based on Lane-Poolefs catalogues,the Cat. of Lavoix,and
.Zambauer 1 s Manuel.
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year n a m e s
A.H. of the governor of the treasurer on the coins
167 Ibrahim b.Salih Ibrahim b.3ali£
170 CA1X b.Sulayman • C All
171 Musa bflsa Mus§
174 Dawud b.Yazid Ibrahim b.SalilL Dawud
175 Musa bflsa ftâ r b.Kulthua Musa.
178 Musa bilsa hasr b.iiulthum Musa

Y&ien Harun al-Rashid set up the office of the inspector of 
the coinage (see chapt.I.p.51 ff*) the Egyptian mint was appa
rently submitted, to the ultimate authority oof that official. I 
base this conclusion on the names appearing on Egyptian mone
tary issues.YVhereas the mention of the name of the caliph,or 
his heir,did not imply effective authority over the mints (see 
this question discussed in chapt.I,p.57 ),the insertion of the 
name of the inspector of coinage on coins certainly reflected 
his administrative relationship to the mint issuing these coina 
This control seems to have been particularly effective under 
Jacfar and al-Sindl when the names of the governors afre omit
ted on the Egyptian dinarsjthis state of things continues un
der al-Abbas al-ladhl ibn al-Rabi.With the victory and acce-

-p -ssion of al-Ma mun to the caliphate the names of the Egyptian 
governors reappear on the coins,at first together with the na
mes of al-Mamuh^s fhommes de confiance* ,and later alone((but
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with the name of the caliph of course ).The last governor
x I *' • . iwhose name appears on the Egyptian coins of the pre-Tulunid

f — I-'period was Ub&ydallah b.al-Sari (governor from A.H.206 to 
211/4*£h821-826 )1^.It was this very governor who offered 
armed resistance to the newly appointed governor Abdallah
b. Tahir who was ordered by al-Ma mun to restore internal or-

p

der in Egypt.2^The influence of Abdallah fs successful mea
sures aiming at the str®i&hening of the loyalty of Egypt to-

. •

wards the metropole; can be seen on Egyptian coins issued du
ring his governorship.They show the name of the caliph only.

It is not clear whether the Egyptian mint contributed to 
the treasury of the caliphate during the period of the effec
tive control exercised by the successive superintendents of I
the coinage.This question can be answered in the case of Abdal
lah ibn Tahir.During the period of his governorship the whole 
revenue of Egypt,including,therefore, that yielded by the 1
mint,was granted by al-Ma mun to Abdallah ibn Tahir in reco-*
gnition of his great services.^ in this case,at least,it is 
certain that the treasury in Baghdad received no revenue fromI 11the Egyptian mint.

The custom of limiting personal names on Egyptian coins

i; Zambauer,imnuel de Genealogie et de Chronologic,,p.27 
2}lane-Poole,A History of Egypt,p.3̂  *
3)sae above.

■
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to the caliph (or his heir ),which was begun by ^Abdallah ibn 
Tahir , was respected by his successors.Here again,it is not
9

easy to say whether this expression of the caliph *s authori
ty over the Egyptian coinage carried with it other than purely 
nominal significance. To put it differently t whether the pro
fits yielded by the Egyptian mint were collected by the gover
nor,the newly appointed institution of the fieffee,or by the 
treasury of the caliph.When,however,in A.H.240 (A.B.854 ) the 
caliph al-Mutawakkil granted the collection of taxes,adding 
to it the mints all over the Empire ^(that is to say s in ter
ritories still remaining under the direct authority of the ca-

c 1 )liph j,to his son,the future caliph al-Mu tazz , - it is 
safe to assume that, as a result of the caliph*s order the Egyp~ 
tian mint remitted some part of its revenue to the credit of 
al-Mfc'tazz.

Here is the list of personal names as they appear on 
available Egyptian monetary issues (dinars and dirhams ) 
from A.H.181 to A.H.253 ( A.D. - 867

1)see chapt.I,p.55
2) for its sources,see above p.62,fnt.2
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year

A.H. caliph
n a m eof the

heir to the throne

s
governor inspect or of coinage

on the 
coins

181

182

Harun al hash! a
Harun al Rashid

a1-Amin

a1-Amin

IsmaCIl b. 
Salih
Isma"II b.̂ lsa

Jaffar b. 
b • Yahya
Jacfar b .Yahya

J a( far 
Amin
J acf ar Amin

(During the reign of al-Amin all the gold coins were struck
name of al-nbt)as al-j?adiL )
196 al-Amin Abb ad , c. •" al-Abbas Aminal-Balkhi Abbad
197 a 1-Amin Abbad

al-B&lkhl al-Abbas Amin
Abbad

198 al-Ma mun al-Abbas al-Abbasb.Musa
198 al-Ma mun al-Muttalib_ a % al-Muttalib
198 al-Ma mun al-Muttalib al-kadnl, al-Ma9mundhu al -y \ fiiyasatawn al-Muttalib
200 al-Ma mun alf-rSarT Tahir dhu al-Ma munalYaminayn 

Tahir dhu
al-Sari

200 al-Ma mun Sulayman al-Ma munb•Dhalib al
Yaminayn Sulayman

202 al-Ma mun al-Sari Tahir dhu al-Ma mun
alYaminayn al-Sari

203 al-Ma mun al-Sari Tahir dhu al-Ma mun
alYaminayn al-Sari

i;For the status of Dhu al-Riyasatayn and Dhu al-Yaminayn,see 
ehapt ,I.p.54



year n a m e sof the on the
A.H. caliph heir to 

the throne
governor inspector of coinage coins

204 al-Ma mun al-Sari lahir dhu al-Ma munalfaminayn al-Sari
205 al-Ma Muhammad iahir dhu 9 /—-al-Ma munb.al al Mmd b.al-SariSari iaminayn Tahir dhu al 

Yaminayn
206 no change
207 no change
208 al-Manaim llibaydallah _ al-Ma munb. Sari Obaydallah b.

Sari
209 no change
210 no change
214 no change al-Ma mun
215 no change only / 

al-Ma munonly
221 al-Muctasim IMusa al al-Mu?tasim

1[Hanafl•
223 no change
224 no change
227 al-Wathiq ill b. al-Wathiq
229 al-Wathiq

Ya&ya 
cIsa b. al-W&thiq
iian§ur

235 al-Mut awakki 1 Hatim b. 
*
Yazid b.

al-Mutawakki1
242 al-Mutawakki1 al al-Mut awakki1

MuHazz Abdallah al-Mu^tazz
250 al-Mustacin Yazid b. 

Abdallah
al-Mustain

253 al-Muctazz Muzahim b. al-Uu tazz
Ahaqan
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in describing the conditions of coinage in the pre-Tu- 
lunid fAbbasid ligypt I have deliberately used the term 'The 
Egyptian mint',avoiding thus any local specification,The rea
son for that is that the only geographical denominations ap
pearing on the Egyptian issues are Misr or,immediately after •

4

the victory of al-Ma mun. al -Maghrib. Mi sr in this period refer-

exploitation applied by successive governors had proved disas
trous in the long run for the economic stability of the coun-

i

try,it never really stopped the production of copper coinage 
by other,formerly so active centres.I cannot imagine for exam- 
pie the big commercial town of Alexandria without a mint of its 
own,although the available numismatic material from that mint 
originates from a much later period.

1J Conclusions concerning this question cannot be arrived at 
without some new textual evidence.

i
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Ahmad ibn Tulun (A.D.868-884)#the founder of the first 
practically independent Muslim dynasty in Egypt#who by his ef
ficient administration transformed Egypt into a well organised 
and prosperous country,did nofctieglect the problem of his coi
nage .when by a happy circumstance he got hold of a hidden trea
sure containing a hoard of Byzantine coins1^,Ahmad not only 
appreciated their high standard,but he personally sought to 
improwe the standard of his own dinar s. Due to his interest in

I
the production of the mint the dinars which according to Ma- 
qrfz^were known by the name of AhmadT.reached the official 
standard set by al-Sindf,the superintendent of thdnageinage 
of the caliph.^ Judging by the last information the standard 
of the pre-Tulunid Egyptian dinars was inferior to that estab-

(

lished at the mint of Baghdad•
It is quite obvious that this improvement of the standard 

of the coins struck by the Tdlunid mint could only be a result 
of general economic prosperity which Egypt enjoyed under the 
first TOlunid rulers.All Egyptian issues (gold and silver as 
well ) which continued to be struck in one and the same mint, 
bear the name Misr as a provincial spacification,Any require
ments, caused by the revival of trade activities,were probably

l)Al-Balawi,Sirat Ahmad ibn Tulun,p.l95“6.
2 )Mq.,Shudh.,Mayer,p.ll
3)Ibn al-Dayya xx,ed.Vollers,p.}4
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covered by several mints in Syria.
Ahmad ibn Tulun not only saw to the quality of his coins 

but also decided about the formulas on his coinage.When his 
relations with al-Muwaffaq,the practical ruler of the calipha
te,came to a standstill,Ahmad neither hesitated to,nor felt 
restrained from removing the name of that enemy from the offi
cial coinage.^^ The maintaining of the name of the caliph al 
-Mu^tamid resulted of course,from the line of policy of ibn

iTulun,who was always keen to pose as a real friend and suppor
ter of the weak and powerless suzerain.

with the collapse of the Tulunid dynasty and the reduc
tion of Egypt to the status of a province,Baghdad succeeded 
to secure enough control over the Egyptian minpso as to pre*

<vent any manifestation of separatist feelings on its monetary 
issues.

When under the powerful al-lkhshid (A.D*935-946),who
used to consider himself as heir to the Tulunid traditions,# w

the relations between Egypt and Baghdad became strained once 
again,the Egyptian mint passed hnder the exclusive authority 
of that ruler .His name appears on coins (alongside with that 
of the caliph)2^.And it is to him also that the master of the 
mint appeals in order to receive advice about the standard of

l)Lavoix,cat.des Monnaies Musulmanes de *la Bibl.Rationale,ii. y
P«3

* 2)ibid«,ii.,p.21



Egyptian dinars.1^
The real revival of the Egyptian minting production took 

place under the Eatimid dynasty.The establishment of She capi
tal of the Shi ite caliphate in Egypt (A.D#969) transformed 
that country from a province into a thmir centre of the most 
powerful contemporary state.The commercial relations with 
Europe,into which the Eatimids had already entered during their
stay in Worth Africa proved now to the benefit of the Egyptian 

2)trade ,especially as the traffic through Persia and Irak was 
thwarthed by political uncertainty.To exploite fully these pro
pitious economic circumstances ;the mints of the new rulers of 
Egypt had to produce coins satsfactory both in quantity and in 
quality.The former to satisfy the needs of the markets,and the

Ilatter to compete successfully with the issues of other states, 
especially with those issued by the abbasid mints.

The competition with the Abbasid issues possessed also 
another than purely economic character.High quality coins bea
ring Eatimid legends must have constituted an important weapon 
of propaganda.SheaEatimids seem to have adopted this method of 
propaganda at a very early stage of their career.Thus for exam
ple they managed to issue the Egjp'tian dinars on their own be
half even before they conquered that country .^Whether the

ljlbn SacId,Kitab al-Mfcghrib,p.
2JHeyd,Histoire du Commerce du Levant,pp.98 ff» 
3JMiles,Eatimid Coins,p.50



coins in question were struck by other mints,or by the very 
Egyptian mint during the chaos of the last days of the Ikhshl- 
dids,still remains to be answered.1  ̂ The culminating point of 
this kind of propaganda was certainly the famous Basaslrl in
cident (A.D.1058) .It seems also that Syrian mints played a 
particular part in this sort of minting pro duct ion .Even minor 
localities like Tiberiai^or Accre^ possessed mints of their 
own which issued coins in the name of the Eatimid rxalers,stres
sing the extent of their domination and emanating Eastwards 
the pro-shieite propaganda.

The great number of the Syrian minting centres caused
that the number of Egyptian mints remained unchanged at first,

_ 4despite the increased demand .Although Maqrizi says that al-Jaw- 
har o p e n e d  a mint think that it
should be understood as the reopening of the old mint,which 
had been cloded during the change of power.It is true that 
there are coins dating from a period prior to the reign of 
al-Amir,which bear the mint nam® such as al-Qahira al-M&hrusa, 
or al-Mucizziya^ut I consider them to be special issues of 
the old Egyptian mint.During the period of the Eatimids the

1) cf. Introduction,p.9
2),3) Miles,Eatimid Coins,p.50
4)Mq.,Itti az,p.76
5) Miles,Jratimid. Coins,p.50-51
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old term Misr lost i1i provincilA character and acquired a mo*e 
specified meaning,that of the mint of the metropolis.

The currency oftffce Eatimid Egypt consisted of gold,silver 
and copper issues,the respective exchange rates were fixed 
by the authority of the caliph.Monetary reforms were introdu
ced by means of vigorous measures.Abrogated issues were to be 
delivered to the mint which was thus supplied with necessary 
stocks,while taxes were only accepted if paid in the reformed 
currency.1)

Although the Eatimid issues of the Egyptian mint were 
struck exclusively in the name of the caliphs Iexcept for a 
short period of the Interregnum of A.H.525-526 - A.D.11J1 )
when the name of the vizir was added to that of al-Muntazar^} 
the mints themselves did not remain under the direct authori
ty of the caliph.It was the qadl al-quda who was entrusted 
with the responsibility for the correct production of the 
mint^ .

As long as the Eatimid caliphs exercised an effective 
control over their provinces the output of the Egyptian mint 
could be supplemented by the issues of provincial mints .The 
eleventh century A.h.,however,witnessed a rapid shrinking of 
the Eatimid state .After the withdrawal of the Eatimids from

ljMq. ,Shudh, ,Mayer,p.ll
2)Lane-Eoole,Cat.of Oriental Coins in the B.M.,iv.p.55~6
})A1-Kindi ,hitab al-Umara,pp. 5§2,575# 5^9# 597 •*also al-Qalqa- shandi in Anastase-Marie,itfuqud al-^Arabiya,p.ll6
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Syria,it was plunged into a state of political chaos and uncer
tainty from which the Saljuqs and the Franks were to emerge 
as the chief rivals for the Eatimid heritage.In consequence 
the flow of trade was diverted from Syria to Egyptjalso the 
successive loss of various Syrian mints must have created the 
problem of raising the minting production in Egypt itself.Al
ready in the first half of the 11 th century A.D.another mint 
begins to operate in Alexandria.^ Of the Syrian mints,Aleppo,
Damascus,Bamla and Tiberias fall into the hands of the Saljuqs. 
In consequence of the Prankish invasion the mints of Tripoli
(the latest Eatimid available coin dates from A.H.495)#of Accre 
(A.H.495),of Ascalon (A.H.510),Ayla (A.H.514)fTyre (A.H.516) 
interrupt their operations on behalf of the Eatimids.Budb in 
their place a new mint,that of Qus,is established in Egypt 
(the available coins date from A.H.517#518*519 ) 2^#and finally 
a mint is erected in Cairo itself in A.H.516* ^

Hitherto Cairo,which under the efficient administration 
of Badr al-Jamali had been the object of great urban develop
ment ^ , possessed no mint of its own.Occasional issues with

5)its monogram were probably struck in Eustat. 'In A.H.514 the

ljMiles,Eatimid Coins,p.50
2)Eor all these dates see ibid..pp.50.51
3)Mq.,Descr.de l*Egypte,de Sacy,pp.75-77
4)EI,article on Cairo,i,2nd part,p.822
5; Miles,Eatimid Coins,p.50
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caliph al-Amir ordered an investigation of the problems of the
1)minting production*7 .As a result of this inquiry al-Ajall,the

vizir of the caliph,ordered the construction of the mint in
p ) ex C-&M2Shawwal A.H.516, ;whose issues surpassed the standard of all

contemporary currencies down to the reign of al-Aamil.^This
mint was situated in the vicisity of the store of the butchers,
and was called Bar al-Amiriya,after the name of the caliph.
fhe place indicated by Maqrizi corresponds with modern §anadi-
qiya Street,not far from the mosque al-ii.zhar• The mint remained

4)in that place until the reign of Saladin 7.
Altogether the number of the Egyptian mintsy issuing gold 

currency, amounted under the Eatimid caliph al-Amir to four, 
though within the very reign of this ruler the production of 
the mint in ^us^as brought to a standstill ^  •With the subse- 
quent destruction of Eustat in A.H.5^4 tA.D.llb8)'7 9 its mint 
falls victim to general devastation,so that the number of mints 
taken over by Saladin was reduced to two only,Cairo and Alexan
dria.
1jIB,fo.2 v.
2JMq.,Description de l’Egypte,de Sacy,p.76 
3;iB,fo 2v•
4>Wiet,Mat^riaux pour un Corpus.,Egypte,lii,pp.183-4
5JEor the importance of Qiis see Eischel,liber die Gruppe der 
Aarlml-Aauf 1« ute, p . 74

6)Last available coin dates from A.H.519,cf.Miles,Efct.Coins,
p. 51

7;Dane-Poole,ii History of Egypt,p.184
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The minting production under Saladin,the founder of the 
Ayyubid dynasty,constituted one of the acutest problems of his 
financial policy •With high quality cash money he could buy 
arms from European merchants,his regular suppliers1^.With 
these arms he could launch military operations aiming at the 
expulsion of the Franks.The return of security and propitioust
conditions for internal trade activities,the main contributor 
to the Egyptian treasury,depended on the success of these ope
rations. ‘

The special care with which Saladin1s administration
surrounded the minting production did not,however,result in
the increase of Egytian mints.One reason for that was that in
extending his authority over the greatest part of Syria^Sala-
dia was able to undertake minting production on his own behalf

2)in Damascus,Hama and Aleppo J.Secondly a limited number of 
mints rendered the control over these institutions more effi
cient .Thus the mints in Saladin*s Egypt were limited to two#

”2 I r~; 'that of Cairo and A l e x a n d r i a . ^ W h i l e  Ibn Mammati says only
4)that the mints wase in al-^ahira al-Mahrusa y ,MaqrizI goes as 

far as to give its exact position.According to him Saladin

1)Heyd,Histoire du Commerce^!.p.
2)Lane-Poole,Cat.of Oriental Coins in the B.M.,iv.p.64 
3JIbn Mammati,hitab ^awanln,p.331
4)ibid..p.331
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Saladin transfeired the mint from the Suq al-^ashshashin to
0

a building close to the Iwan habir, which place corresponds 
with the hall of ablutions of the mosque of Husayn of to-day^ 

Saladin did not fail to stress on his coinage the resto
red allegiance of Egypt to the c*bbasid caliphate.‘fhis,of cour
se, had no bearing whatever on the administrative status of 
the Egyptian mints.lor,by then,they represented a fully deve
loped link in the elaborate administrative organisation of the 
Ayyubids.This position of the Ayyubid mints in Egypt is illu
strated on the example of the mint of Cairo,which is discuS- 
osed in the next part of the thesis.So are the various issues 
of this mint.it is nevertheless necessary to mention here that 
the armament drive of Saladin caused a considerable drain on 
the Egyptian ressources of gold,so that,to quote Maqrizi's 
witty phrase 1 the dinars became so rare,that to speak of 
them,was liKe to mention in front of a iealous husband the na
me of his wife1 Althougn Saladin tried to help the internal 
market ,issuing a new type of dirhams which came to be Known
as the hasiri dirhams^,the financial situation inherited by *
his successors certainly represented a difficult problem.

l;Wiet,Materiaux pour un Corpus,ii.Egypte,lii,pp.18J-4 .lor 
iwan nabir see Casanova,Description Historique,MlFAO,(1920) 

iv.p.iii
2)Mq. ,Shudh.,Mayer,p.12
3Jibid.,p.!2
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when al-hamil ascended to the Egyptian throne in A.H.
615 ^A.h.1218 ) he had two mints at his disposal .Though at 
a certain time he was compelled to open two additional mints, 
in the citadel and in Misr,in order to supplement the needs of 
coinage demand,his chief and permanent mints remained Alexan
dria and Cairo.it is the mint of Cairo which constitutes the 
subject of the next part of the present inquiry.
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Chapter III

T H E  R E I C H  0 3? A L U i M I L

Before embarking upon a detailed investigation of the or
ganisation of al-Kami^s mint it is necessary to outline some 
major political and economic events of his reign.

Al-Malik al-K'amil ibn al-Adil,the fourth Ayyubid ruler of 
Egypt,succeeded to the Egyptian throne in A.H.615 (A.D.1218). 
This date,however,marks only the formal proclamation of al-Ka- 
mil as sultan,because,in reality,he had been ruling Egypt for 
several years before the death of his father .Engaged in his 
efforts to maintain the supremacy of Egypt over other branches 
of the Ayyubtd house, al-Adil had to rely on al-Kamil for wa
tching the internal E^tian policy .When, for instance,in A.H.
609 IA.D.1212) al-iLdil set out for Syria,he left behind al-
Kamil vested with full powers,including financial administrati® 
of the country .Thus,by the time of his formal accession to 
the throne al-Kamil had already been fully acquainted with the 
intricacies of the Egyptian policy,and well aware of the finan-'

l)Blochet,Histoire d’Egypte de Makrizi,p.306
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cial advantages,which the appropriate administration of the 
country was capable to produce.

The statesmanlike qualities of the new ruler were put to 
trial by the political circumstances accompanying his enthrone
ment .A strong expeditionary force of the Crusaders under the 
leadership of John of Brienne were successfully besieging Da- 
miettajthe fall of M s  fortress was to provide the Pranks with 
a convenient base from which to launch a thrust against the 
capital of E g y p t D e s p i t e  this extremely difficult situation

A

imperilling the fate of the Ayyubid Egypt, al-Kamil succeeded
in emerging as the ultimate winner,dictating his terms to the

2 )defeated Frankish adventurers.*'
But the threat on the part of the Crusaders constituted 

only one problem of al-Kamil 1 s foreign policy.The intri
gues of the Ayyubid princes in Syria and the growing power of 
the Saljuqid sultan in Qonia,were constantly attracting the 
attention of the Ewntian ruler.^ The last major problem arc*- 
se from the invasion of the Mongols,whose only obstacle ©n 
their way to the Ayyubid area,after the fall of the Khwariz- 
mian kingdom,was the caliphate of Baghdad,though more symbolic 
than effective in its power.

1)Grousset,Histoire des Croisades,ii.p.171
2)Lane-Poole, A History of Egypt,pp.221-224.
3) ibid., pp.228-229
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To cope with all the problems arising from his foreign 
policy al-Kamil had to rely both,on diplomatic and military 
activities .The A .P. lj-th century international politics 
reached a stage when religious considerations could no longer 
prevent partners of different creeds from negotiating treaties 
based on sober appreciation of mutual interests.This aspect of 
political maturity of al-Kamil,which revealed itself as early 
as during the fierce struggles against the forces of John of 
Brienne,reached its climax in the treaty concluded in A.B.1229
with emperor Frederick II. ^

That Egypt preserved her supreme position during the twen
ty years of al-Kamil *s reign was mainly due,however,to the 
fact that he supported his policy with strong military measu
res .Either by sending his armed forces to help political part
ners,as he did in the case of caliph al-Mustansir (A.D.1238)^ 
in a far-sighted anticipation of the Mongol onslaught,or by 
means of personal,drastic,military interventions which kept 
him away from Egypt for the greatest part of the last 10 years 
of his life.

Whether diplomatic negotiations or military actions,both 
these methods must have absorbed a considerable part of the E- 
gyptian income.I think it necessary to emphasize here the finan-

1)Lane-Poole,A History of Egypt,p.227
2)Blochet,Histoire d'Egypte de Makrizi,p.418
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cial aspect of the armed conflicts under consideration. While 
a considerable proportion of the Crusaders could well be re
cruited and attracted by the prospect of looting of riches 
accumulated in Oriental lands1 \  the forces of Oriental rulers 
consisted in the 13-th century A.D. of professional soldiers 
with fixed scales of salaries. Alt hough the system of Iqtae . 
which reached its full development under the Mamluks,helped 
the Ayyubid rulers to reduce theirr military expenditure,the 
costs of warfare were certainly enormous.If the construction
of a single tower and the digging of a ditch in Damietta C06t

2)70.000 dinars ',what an immense sum must have been spent on • 
the conversion of al-Mansura into a military stronghold,and on 
the erecting of other obstacles protecting Cairo from the Cru
saders. The sum paid by al-Kamil to his army before setting out 
on the expedition of A.H.632 (A.D.1235 ) amounted to 3000
dinars (paid in dirhams ) per 100 men.The amir of 100 received 
1000 dinars and every soldier 20 dinars.Special troops,like 
the personal guard,received even more.^ In A.H. 634 (A.D.1237) 
al-Kamil allotted 200.000 dinars for the raising of an expe
ditionary corps for Baghdad^ this recruited force was to be 
joined by 10.000 men drawn from the standing Syro-Egyptian

1) cf. the sermon of the Pope in Clermont$ in Laffan,Select
documents,i.p.55-6

2)Blochet,Histoire d’Bgypte de Makrizi,p*320
3)ibid..p.406 *
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army of the sultan. Considering that al-Kamil undertook five
major expeditions (A.D.1227 -9* 1231 -2* 1233-4 * 1235
1237-8j )^,that he had to back his political negotiations
with lavish gifts,and that he was very generous to various

2)persons seeking political asylum in Egypt , one can conceive 
the huge sums of money spent on al-Kamil ’s policy.

But foreign policy was not the only aspect of al-Kamil ’s 
activities;He saw to the inner development of the country.Im
proving the system of irrigation,building colleges,like the 
Bar akiKamiliya for instance, or completing the Cairo citadel,
- formed,among others,the long list of state expenditure.^

It is clear that the sound administration of Egypt’s fi
nances lay at the root of al-Kamil’s successes.He probably per
severed in the financial policy of his father,al-Adi1,which 
must have been very successfill,since a part of his treasure, 
seized at his death by his son al-Mucazzam,amounted to 
700000 Egyptian dinars,not to mention large quantities of sil
ver Immediately after the accession to the throne al-Kamil

c, —  —  R)appealed to the retired Safi al-Din Abdallah ibn Shakir' /who

1)Blochet,Histoire d’Egypte de Makrizi,pp.363 - 416.
2) ibid. , p. 378
3)Lane-Poole,A History of Egypt,p.230
4)Blochet,Historre d’Egypte de Makrizi,p.319
5) ib 14^^.322
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had exhibited his financial abilities during the reign of 
al-Adil. Al-Kamil appointed him to the post of vizir with the 
task of raising funds for the war against the Crudaders.After 
the death of Safi al-Dfn in A.D. 1226 al-K5mil seems to have

s

trusted no one and seen to the finances of the state personal
ly*^ From A.D.1228 onwards the greatest part of al-Kamil* s 
time was spent on campaigns abroad,so that Egypt remained un
der direct authority of his son al-Malik al-Salih who had amir 
Fakhr al-Dln Yusuf as his financial advisei.But even then 
Egypt*s economic development continued to absorb the sultanfs 
attention,as revealed by some financial measures undertaken by 
him on occasional short stays in the capital*

* Al-Kamil was fortunate in the fact that Egypt during his 
reign never suffered major famines.Only four times (in A.D. 
1220*1225*1232*1233 ) ^  the low Nile caused a shortage of 
food and a rise in prices. Apart from the income yielded by 
conventional sources,al-Kamil also obtained additional sums by 
having recourse to financial speculations*His famous monetary 
reform of A.H.622-3 (A.D.1225-6 ) is the most typical example 1
of his financial shrewdness.The blindmmms of Safi al-Din ibn

- 4)Shakir and his growing feebleness left al-Kamil alone 7 1

1)Blochet,Histoire d’Egypte de Makrizi,p.3j>3
2) ibid..0.364
3) ibid. .ni*341. 361,404
4)ibid.,p.424
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to cope with an economic crisis arising from the low Hile in
A.D.1225 which produced a rise of the cost of living and the
consequent devaluation of dirhams in relation to dinar^Besi-
des insisting upon a rigorous collection of taxes,including

2)those in arears ,the sultan began the issue of a new series
of dirhams,the so-called mustadira dirhams,in order to stop
the shortage of the old dirhams,This event took place in the
last days of November A.D.1225. ^  For that purpose also,al-
-Eamil temporarily opened two additional mints,one in Misr
( a fact confirmed by the existence of coins from that mint
and of the corresponding date^),and the other in the citadel

5)itself. With the issue of the new dirhams,the exchange rate 
which had already amounted to 44.5 dirhams per 1 dinar of gold, 
was fixed by the sultan at 37 new or 42 old dirhams against 
1 gold dinar.Subsequently the population was compelled to ex
change the old dirhams for dinars at Xhe rate of 45 old dir
hams against X gold-dinar.Finally,the government ordered the 
compulsory delivery of dinars in question at the rate of 35 
new dirhams,obtaining by this measure a net gain to the treasu**

1)Blochet,Histoire d’Egypte de Makrizi,p.
2)ibid. ,p. 361
3)Mq.,Shudh.,Mayer,p.12
4)Lane-Poole,Cat. of Oriental Coins in the B.M.,iv.p.l04
5)Blochet,Histoire d’Egypte de Makrizi,p.362,ftn.
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*

ry.1^
The financial reforms of sultan al-Kamil bring into pro

minence the problem of his mints .It was the first half of his 
reign,between the A.D. 1218 -28 that was particularly signifi
cant for the minting production.lt was in the years A.D. 1225
and 1226 that his famous reform of dirhams took place.Before

_ 2 ) that,al-Kamil improved the standard of dinar*. ' In A.D.1225
-6 two temporary mintJ^were opened to supplement the produc
tion of the Cairo and that of the Alexandrian mints.

The inquiry into the organisation and operations of the 
Cairo mint during these early years of al-Kamil's reign is 
the subject of my thesis.

1)Blochet,Histoire d'Egypte de Makrizi,p.362
2)IB,fo 2v
3)Blochet.Histoire d'Egypte ae Makrizi,p.362,ftn
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Chapter IV

L O C A T I O N  0 1 T H E  M I N T

The mint of al-Kamil in Cairo was situated in the place 
to which it had been transferred by Saladin.^ The first mint 
in Cairo itself was erected in A.H. $16 (A.D.1122 ) ^  by
the Eatimid caliph al-Amir .He built it close to the Suq al-Qa- 
sbashln,which corresponds with the Sanadiqiya Street of 
to-day. ^  When Saladin seized power in Egypt he transferred 
the mint to a building in the viwinity of the Iwan Kabir,where 
it still remained in MaqrlafPs time .(A.D.1364-1422) .This new 
site is identical with the external hall of ablutions of the 
Hasanayn mos que.̂

5)The appended plan,taken from Ravaisse, shows the posi
tion of the two mints in Medieval Cairo.

1JWiet,Mat£riaux punr un Corpus.,Egypte,lii,pp.l83-4
2)Mq.,Description l*Egypte,de Sacy,p.76
3)Wiet,as above,p.183
4)ibid. ,p.l84
5)Ravaisse,Essai.,11,p.92
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Chapter V

A D M I N I S T R A T I V E  S I G N I F I C A N C E

O F  T H E  M I N T

■ Once the mint used to yield, a great income to the sul
tan** These words of MaqrizI^,confirmed by the information
of ibn Mammati mentioning Bar al-Darb on the list of Sala-

2)din * s state revenue ', refer probably to the profits deri
ved from the principal,original function of the mint,that of
producing monetary issues.The investigation of the nature of

*
this function constitutes,in fact,the main topic of the re
maining chapters.

There is,however,in the text of Ibn Bacra an allusion to 
another aspect of the activities of the Cairo mint.He calls 
this mint the most abundant of the treauries (buyut al-malj.^ 
To judge by his words the treasury of al-Eamil had several 
depots,the largest one being established in the mint of Cairo.

1)Mq., Description de l*Egypte,de Saey,p*75
2)Ibn Mammati,Hitab ^awanin,p.
3)IB,fo lv
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Large quantities of precious raw material,stored in the mint, 
contributed to the importance of this institution as a treasu- 
ry depot.

It also seems that there was a further reason for stres# 
sing the special position of the Cairo mint.I think that the 
mint in question was also a place of exchange of money at the 
time of al-Kamil* s monetary reform.I base my assumption on an 
analogy drawn from an incident from the reign of the katimid 
caliph al-Hakim ^A.D.996 ~ 1021) .When this ruler undertfcok 
his monetary reform,the population was ordered to hand over 
the abrogated currency to the mint.1  ̂When the inhabitants of 
Cairo were on several occasions ordered by al-hamil to exchange 
the money in their possession,they did it probably in a similar 
fashion.

The mint of Cairo per formed, thus, a double function in the 
fiscal administration of al-Kamil.While it was primarily con
cerned with the production of coinage,it also served on such 
occasions as an auxiliary treasury.

1 JMq., Shudh., Mayer, pp. 11-12
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Chapter VI

T H E  S Y S T E M  O P  C O N T R O L

It is quite obvious that the operations of the mint were 
kept in secret in order to safeguard the royal monopoly.Por 
that purpose an efficient system of control must have been in 
existence securing the proper execution of the sultan’s deci
sions with regard to currency,preventing the leakage of secrets 
and ensuring that profits derived from minting operations were 
duly delivered to the diwan.

Control of the mint in all Islamic lands was the preroga
tive of the sultan himself*Some rulers took a personal inte
rest in the working of their mints .Al-Amir tA.h. 1101-11 JO) 
is said to have bordered an investigations in the opera
tions of his mint^ .Al-Kamil insisted upon the improvement of

2) _his dinars. ■ In the Mamluk period the mints were farmed out, 
but decisions concerning monetary issues continued to be made 
by the sultan. ̂

Unfortunately,Ibn Bacra,who was chiefly interested in the

1)IB,fo 2v
2) as above
3)Mq.,Shudh., Mayer, p. 13
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technological aspect of production,does not refer precisely
to any official exercising the duty of supervision on behalf
of the sultan or of the diwan .In Fatimid times it was the qadX
or the chief qadi (qadi al—quda who wa£ normally charged

2 )by the caliph with this task* ' In describing the process of 
striking dinars in Saladin*s mint Ibn Mammati states that 
their standard had to be approved by a religious official 
( ^ ( ^.Ibn Mammati wrote this passage
in A.H.587 (A.H.1191J that is to say only 20 years after the 
abolishment of the Fatimid caliphate.ibn BaSm, whose treatise 
was written $0 years after the end of the latimid dynasty, 
says in a similar context only t v W  without

ljsee above,chapt.11,
2JSimilar duties “were fulfilled in the first half of the 
11 th century by a qaal in Baghdad.cf.Mez,Hie Renaissance 
des Islam,p.213

3;Ibn Mammati,hitab Qawanln,p.332
4)0n the other hand Abu Shama (livre des Deux Jardins,Recueil des Historiens,iv.,p.237*8) that when Saladin conquered Ha- 

ldb in A.H. 578 ( A.H.1182),he submitted thejaint of that 
town to the authority of the head of the diwan.

• 5;iB,fo 5v
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explicitly stating who had to approve of the standard .He saya, 
however,that the process of extracting silver from the furna
ces could only be performed in the presence of al-udul 
These people did not belong to the staff of the mint,but there 
presence was necessary .whereas Batimid mints figure on the 
lists of institutions submitted to the authority of the qadl^j 
but they do not appear on a list dating from the time of sul
tan Baybars IA.D.1260 - 77 ) *^ Id. speaking of the administra
tion of Tripoli, Qalqashandi mentions the office?&add dar al 
-darb, and that of shahid dar al-darb.and says that the issues 
of the mint were to be verified by' nthe nazi^.hone of these 
was a religious official. In the time of sultan Barquq 
I A.D. 1382 - 1399 ) it was his ustadar Mahmud who played an 
important part in the administration of the mints.^

In the light of the above evidence it seems that the. 
system of supervision of the mints had undergone some changes 
under the iijyub ids,When religious bodies, vested with that 
task;were gradually replaced by lay functionaries.in the time 
of ibn Bacra,however,the mint was still controlled by reli-

ii#B,fo 9 r
2Jal-îalqashandI,Subh al-Acsha,x.pp.384, 385# 388
3)Muhyi al-Din, Si rat • ,Ms,BM Add. 2 3# 3’}l*fQ20
4)Demombynes,Las Syrie,p.225*also Bjorkman,Beitrage,p.l64 
5 JMq.,in Sauvaire,Mat^r.,^1880),p .269
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gious officials*±t is also very likely that in the early years 
of his reign al-Kfimil relied on the person of his vizir Safi 
al-JDIn for the administration of his mints.^

The next problem that presents itself is whether or not 
the mint under consideration was farmed out as a fief.Here 
again the manuscript fails to give a definite answer.it provi
des, nevertheless, some hints which make it possible to reach 
an interesting conclusion.The key to the solution lies in the 
nature of financial obligations which the mint had to meet•Ac
cording to information given by ibn Mammati the levy of the di
wan from the mint was based on a fixed percentage deducted 
from coins produced in that institution^ The income yielded 
by the mint to the diwan did not,therefore,represent a stable 
sum,but varied in accordance with the quantities of bullion 
passing through the mint .Thus the mirrte of Saladin were not 
farmed out,because farming involved payment of a fixed sum 
at agreed periods,independent from the real proceeds.Seventy 
five years later,in the second year of.> Baybars(reign (A.H.662 
-A.D.1263 ) the mint was already farmed out.Muhyi al-Din,the 
chronicler of Baybars not only mentions the term 
(farmer of the mint ) but also specifies the fcumi he had to 
pay.̂  This information is repeated by Maqrlzi4̂  who,on another
1)see above ehapt•III,p.85
2)Ibn Mamma tX, Hi tab Qawanin,pp.332-3
3)Muhyi al-DIh,Srrat,Ms«,B»M.Add.23, 331*^° 76
4) Mq., Suluk, e d. Ziyada, i. p . 508
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occasion,states that the Cairo mint was farmed out by sultan
Barquq^As for Ibn^a ra and the obligations of the mint de-

2)scribed by him,he mentions also a fixed percentage levied J 
from the coined material,and warns that any dishonesty,in the 
course of production, would cause inevitable loss to the diwan^l
The references of IbncBa ra incline me to advance the folio- • - * 
wing conclusions ifirstly*that the Cairo mint did not consti
tute a fief until A.D.1225*&t leastjand secondly,that the 
farming out of the Cairo mint must have taken place between 
the years A .£• 1225 and 1262.

1)Mq., Trait £ des Famines, in Sauvaire,Mat&r., (1880), p. 262
2)IB,fo 4v
3)IB,fo 8v
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Chapter_____ VII

T H E  u S T A F F  O F  T H E  M I N T

Apart from dedicating his treatise to the mufeawalir ^  
(which is a general term meaning literally fman in charge'), 
Ibn Ba^ra does not mention who was the head of the mint,or 
what was the nature of this office.He is more explicit,however, 
about the duties of other employees of the mint.These can be 
divided into two categories,the clerks and the manual workers. 
Among the former are the musharif and the shahid.Among the lat
ter the naqcash.and the sabbakuna and darrabuna with the

»

muaaddam as their foreman.
The musharif used to perform the duties of a manager .He 

was responsible for the precious metal stored in the mint,and 
for instruments and measures used for minting operations .He 
also controlled accounts and book-keeping (8v) '

The task of the shahid consisted in assisting the techni
cal operations and checking them against the accounts (8v).

A special position among the manual workers was occupied 
by the naqqash (engraver of dies ).To stress his official sta-

1)IB,fo lv
2) The figures in brackets refer to fos in Ibn Ba^ra 's ma

nuscript.
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tus he bore the imprint of the official stamp on his hand^.
To improve his skill ; his professional activities were restric
ted tp engraving only.The engraving of the dies was done in 
seclusion (8v ).

The muaaddam tested the alloys of the raw material and
adjusted them to the official standard.In order to prevent

*>- ■ * , \  \

forgeries he had to test personally every quantity of raw-ma
terial delivered to the mint,ana to seal the furnaces used 
for the tests.If a mistake occurred in the proportion of the 
components of the alloy,the muqaddam was held responsible for 
the loss (8v/9r$ 9v ) ♦

The other members of the staff were the sabbakuna (mel- 
ters) and darrabuna (minters),which two terms are often con-

f

fused by Ibn Bacra.These were the workers who carried out the 
actual technical operations.(4v 4 7V / 8r / $t / 9v When
ever a mistake was made in the course of these operations it 
was they who were charged with the loss incurred by the mint 
C 9v ).

The salaries of the staff of the mint did not consist 
of fixed wages,but depended on the profit derived from raw 
material delivered to the mint for conversion into coins.Ac
cording to Ibn Mammati the rate of interest^ charged by the 
Cairo mint for the coinage of gold amounted in A.D.1191

l)This custom was practised in early Islamic times.Already Ba- 
ladhurl refers to it (I*utuh,p.454) .Cf .also chapt.I.p.46
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(A.H.587 ) , to }fo9only 0 •} ?o being allotted to the minters1^  
In al-Kamilfs time the sum levied on gold was raised to 5 
(4v ).0ne should imagine that the sum collected for the bene
fit of the staff of the mint in question as far coinage of 
gold is concerned,amounted to around 0.5 There is no infor
mation concerning the levy imposed by al-Kamil^ mint on the 
mintage of silver.

'

l)Ibn Mammati,Kitab ^wanin.,p*
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Chapter VIII

T O O L S ,  I N S T R U M E N T S ,  W E I G H T S  A N D

M E A S U R E S

In his description of various technical processes of the 
mint Ibn Bacra mentions the following implements,

Eurnaces
There are three types of furnaces, atun , tannur and kur, 

used for refining,for extracting silver from the habao and 
for fusing alloys necessary for casting the waraq dirhams.
The atun is quadrangular on the outside and round inside .The 
surface of its base is 4 square spans.The interior of this 
furnace is plastered with fine clay mixed with salt .On its top 
is a small earthenware chimney.The door of this construction, 
resembling that of an oven,is shut with a bolt.The bottom of the 
atun.which has an earthenware fire-grate,is raised from the 
ground to the height of two courses of bricks.( Jr #
8v / 9r ). Tannur has its bottom larger than its top,its dia
meter being 1 | span.Its tall chimney is 2 cubits long.A 
rubash (bellows ) is built on top of this furnace.The tannin? 
has no door.( 7r i 8v * ). The oubba (cupola ) is a slightly
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different furnace of the tannur type.It is small but high.It
has a large door which is sealed with clay and sand in the
course of the operation.In front of this door is an opening
through which the smoke escapes.( 7**# ) An interesting feature
of the furnaces of this type is their provisional character.
They are erected over crucibles and brought down as soon as
the required chemical results have been obtained. As for the
kur (7v / 8r / 8v / 9r | ) Ibn Bacra says only that it was
used for heating crucibles.

A special kind of bellows,called al-rubash.were used for
intensifying the beat.($v $ 7r / 8r / 8v j 9v # ).Ibn Bacra
gives a description of the rub ash, which provides an adequate
answer as to the precise meaning of this word.^ He says t
'it is a kind of bellows (minfakh ) turned upside down.The
wind (rlhj comes out of their mouth C famuhui-min famihi ) to 

0

the middle of the crucible.1 (8r ).
Crucibles

There are three types of crucibles t butaoa.futaaa ,and
buta.sometimes called but.While the first two were used for * ♦
melting down silver alloys,( 6v / 7r % 7v j 8r / 9? # 9v )# 
the last one was also used for adjusting the standard of gold 
( 9r ).The material of which it was made varied according to

1^ cf., discussion on the meaning of rub as in Levy,i£a alim 
al-Qurba,p.l03 / also Wiedemann,Beitrage,xxxii.p.37

»
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to its particular use.Thus the buta used for refining silver
was made of slaked lime,sifted ash and a little water ( 6v ) •
Another,used for the extraction of silver from the habaq.is of
ash mixed with water only (7r ).Still another,for the same
process,was made of equal amounts of slaked lime and ash (7r )•
A third buta,in the course of the same operation,is made of e-
qual amounts of slaked lime,ash,and water ( 7r)*^&e buta made

1 2of a compound consisting of ^ lime and ^ ash,was required 
for testing the standard of the war a a dirhams ( 8r ).

The crucibles were removed from the furnaces with 
k a l b a t h a d ! d  (iron tongs ) (7v).They were skimmed off with 
masik hadid or masika hadlaa (iron ladle) ( 7r< 9v )•

Vessels
(3-old is refined and heated before polishing in aqdah

fakhkhar ahmar ( earthenware cups) ( Jvj 5r $ 6r $ 6v $ 8v $
*

9r j.bhen put into the atun the cap was placed on lihna 
(a brick).(5r). Qasriya fakhkhar (earthenware vessel) was pla
ced under the ghirbal (riddle) in the course of refining the 
gold (5v)« Qidr fakhkhar (earthenware pot) (6v j 8r ) and
matr fakbkhar (6v) (earthenware vessel ) were used for distil- 

#

ling mercury.Still another vessel.ma.iur .was used in the process 
of extracting silver from the earthy residue (6r ).The nuora 
blanks were heated before polishing in the kaff hadid (iron 
pot) (7r).Vitriol,in which the warao flans were dipped,was 
boiled in the dast nuhas (copper vessel) (8r).These blanks
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were then rinsed in the dastar khashab (apparently a wooden 
vessel ) ( 8r)♦iQiudha.a wooden cupola in the shape of a hel
met (7**)#used for casting the warao flans,was placed in a jug 
called dann (7^).

Other Tools
Ha.ir al-sabk (.grinding stones ? ) ( 6r j 6v / 8v j ),
A

a concave sflaya tan oblong stone)(4r) and fihr (roller) (4r) 
of the size of a hand,the two last of hard stone,are used for 
crushing the earthy residue.Gold test and check plates were
shaped on a qalib fuladh ( steel mould) (5v) .Mitrao and san-

*

dan (hammer and anvil) (6v) were used for annealing silver. 
Silver,of which nuqra dirhams were produced,was cast in darsal 
(mould ? ) (6v).Gola flans were also cast in a mould but I am 
enable to establish its name on the basis of the existing 
manusctipt.Here is a Medieval Islamic mould for casting dinars 
fated by profVWj&bkin in Afrasiyab^ .The picture,taken from 
Arne 1 s article, is,I think,a useful illustration in connec
tion with the mould used in the mint of al-Kamil.

1) Arne, kunde von Gussformen fur Kufische Munzen und Medaillen, 
Ars Islamiea,iv (1937)
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The gold plates were wiped on luh khashab Iwooden board )(5v) 
with a khirq suf ^woolen rag ) (5v).Weighing was done with 
mizan ( balance ) with two scales (kaffata al-mizan)t5v) and 
sanja ^troyweight) (7^ / 8v ).

Mihakk I touchstone)(4v /5r j  5v ) was used for assaying.
A special set of 18 l̂yarat (touchneedles) was required for 
that purpose.Each touchneedle weighed 1 mithqal.The highest 
quality needle ©Wslstted of 2 3 qirats of fine gold and 
1 qirat of fidda dhanabiya.In the remaining needles the fidda 
dhahabiya was gradually substituted for the fine gold,so that 
the 18th needle contained 18 qirats fidda dhahabiya and only 
4 qiH&ts of fine gold.This standard,called ruba a was out of 
course.All these touchneedles were fixed into a silver form, 
together with the touchstone,one after another beginning with 
the best quality one and ending with the 1 out of course • stan
dard ^4v - 5 r ) •

it was with a sikka t coin-die ) that polished flans 
were stamped ( 5v # 6r / 8r ; 8? j ).Although Ibn Ba ra
does not describe its shape,some idea of what it looked like, 
might be derived from a description of the perfectly preser
ved die of the Almoravids•̂  ̂ This consists of two parts.The 
lower die,which produced the obverse,is let into a kind of

1) Mar9ais,Un Coin Mon^taire Almoravide du Mus^e St^phane Gsellj 
Annales de l’Institut d'Etudes Orientales,ii (193&)
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small anvil.The upper,for the 
reverse,is at the end of a 
cylindrical bar.Two pegs joi
ning the two dies prevented 
the flan,placed between them 
from sliding.lt seems,howe
ver, that the sikka in al-Ka
mil *s mint had no device to 
prevent sliding,since the co
ins from that mint reveal
lack of correspondence be

tween the obverse and 
the reverse,as far the 
disposition of their respec
tive inscriptions is concern 
ned.While it is obvious that 
the imprint was obtained by 
a blow of the hammer, it 
is unknown how far the 
blank was heated before 
being struck.The designing 
dies represents another int 
resting problem.There is no 
doubt concerning the sikka 
of the Almoravids,where the 
engraving was carried out
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directly on the steel.The idea of considering this method as 
having been applied for the manufacture of the Ayyubid coin- 
-dies has been recently rejected by prof.Balog.1  ̂Having tho
roughly examined the preserved obverse die apparently made 
in Cairo in A.H.635 (A.D.1238) ,he states that it was manufac
tured indirectly,by means of a moulds discovery of two small 
lead plates bearing the two negative faces of a dinar struck 
in Mah al~Kufa (?) in A.H. 251 (A.D.865 ),is in Prof.Balog*s 
view a conclusive argument in favour of his thewry.These were 
made of so soft a metal that they cannot have been employed 
for stamping blanks,but only for imprinting the moulds in which 
the stamp-dies were cast,This was the way in which the sikka 
of A.E.635 is also said to have been manufactured.According

1to prof.Balog this method possessed aanyrd advantages.'Le 
travail du graveur £tait infiniment plus facile sur le plomb 
que sur le m£tal dur du coin en bronze m$me,de plus,en cas 
df erreur,I1 artisan n*avait qu*5. effacer le tout et recommence: 
sur la mSme feuille de plomb.La presence ou 1*absence de tra
ces de moulage d^pendait done uniquement du plus ou moins de

2)soin et d*habilet£ du mouleur.* 1

I fully agree with prof.Balog that this method makes the 
task of a •graveur* easier.The responsibility for the success-

1)Balog,Nouvelles Observations sur la Technique du Monnayage, 
BIE,xxxiii.pp JA ff.,from where the picture on the precediig 
page is borrowed.

2) ibid.,n.4Q
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ful manufacture of dies would,in fact,have rested chiefly 
with the moulder .On the other hand the engraving, in soft ma
terial, of a pattern-die which was to suffice for a whole se
ries,possibly for a whole year,would have reduced the occupa
tion of the die-sinker to a rather easy,occasional,or to use 
a modern term,part-time job.This conception of the die-sinkera 
profession,implied in the theory of prof.Balog,is incompatible 
with the information given by Ibn Bacra.The latter emphatically 
stresses the peculiar significance of that artisan*s task*
*A naagash (engraver,sculptor,in this case die-sinker ) must 
be engaged exclusively in engraving Cnaaasha ) dies.This in# 
creases his skill and dexterity and makes the dies difficult 
to imitate.The workers must have no access to a new die.The tie* 1 
dies are stored by the musharif. * ^

Ibn Ba^ra *s information is,in my opinion,a convincing 
argument for challenging prof.Balog*s view with reference to 
dies manufactured in al-Kamil *s mints.It is not necessary to 
assume that the process outlined by prof.Balog represented the 
usual one employed in the mints,as we can by no mints be su
re that the isolated examples,on which he bases his conclusion, 
are genuine.Should they be proved to be forger*s tools,his 
argument would be automatically void.Against this theory we

1) IB,fo 8v
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have an unequivocal statement of Ibn Bacra,whose expert know
ledge could not be questioned,that dies were engraved not cast#

heights ana Measures 
The weight ana measure units appearing in the treatise of 

Ibn Ba^ra belong tottoee categories.Habba (5v / 6r $ 7v ) 9

qlrat (3v j 4v / 5r / 7r / 9r ) .dirham (6v / 7r / 7V J 8**
*

and mithqal are the troy weights .Kayl (,5** ) &&d wayba (8rJ,
rati ( 6r / 6v $ 7 *  $ 8r ) and qintar (7r) belong to measures
of capacity.Shabr (5V $ 7 * ) dhira*1 (,cubit,ell ) (  7? )

are the long measures•
While the manuscript does not provide any hint at the re

lationship between the respective units of the tkot ̂  last groups^
\two of its details make possible a partial reconstruction of 

the system of troy weights .According to these details the mith
qal used in the Cairo mint consisted of 24 qirats ^4v),and 20 
dirhams equalled 100 qirfits (7r)* following scale of troy 
weights can be reconstructed!

mithqal dirham qlrat habba
    1
 1 .?
................1........ 5........ ?
 1........ 4 %....... 24........ ?

$ E L f l  J *  ' M i  y n n  j 4 £■ '***»+■ • ir--* •> ■ I

habba*

qfra^
dirham
mithqal
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Chapter_________H

F U E L ^ C H E M I C A L S  A N D  O T H E R

I N G R E D I E N T S

The following articles were required for various proces
ses of converting raw material into coins,

ffucl
Both wood (6r / 6v j 7r ) and charcoal CJr / 6v j  7t  $

7v / 9v ) were used as fuel.Wood was not only needed for
lighting I 7r )» but also to obtain a strong fire (3r ).
Thus the strong fire for refining gol was made of the wood
oft the sant tree (acaciaj (3r) or o f the charcoal of the

*

sue wood t JrJ.The glow was sustained by blowing the bellows.
Chemicals

A special compound Cturab al-taclTq ) was placed in the 
cups in which the refining and testing of gold was carried out. 
This compound consisted of 1 kayl of salt Cmilh ), 2 ka^s 
of fine powder, obtained by crushing and sifting a new soft red 
brick,and a little water (, 5r).The refining of silver ( 6v), 
extracting it from habaa t7rj and testing the alloy of the wa-
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rag dirhams required lead,while the extracting of silver 
and gold from the earthy residue was done by amalgamating it 
with mercury ( 6r/ 8v )♦Hubub al-nar (grains of pomegranate ? 
sulphur ? ) were used, in the process of fusing the alloy of 
which the waraq dirhams were produced.Salt was required in 
the process of polishing gold ( 6r ) and silver blanks ( 8r ). 
For that purpose both nuqra and waraq blanks had to be dipped 
in mm al-lTmunr (7r) and khall hadhiq (sharp vinegar or vitriol) 
(8r) .

t' - Other ingredients 
Crushed coal was used during the process of pouring the 

molten waraq $lloy on the khudha (7v)*Cups and furnaces were 
sealed with clay ( / 5r j 5v * 7v § 9r ).The polishing of
blanks was done with soft sifted sand (rami nacim mugharbalj 
( 6v / 8r j 9v ), the wood of the sumaq tree and bran (7v 
8r ) .Finally potsherds (4r / 6r / 8v) and rioa (parchment )
( 6v / 8r $ ) were used for distillations
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Chapter_____ JL

R A W  M A T E R I A L  U S E D  P 0 R

C O I N I N G

The raw material required for the issue of various types 
of al-Kamil^ coins consisted of gold*silver and copper.
While the treatise of Ibn Ba^ra says nothing about the nature 
of the supplies of copper,it contains many details referring 
to the gold and silver which were delivered to the mint of 
Cairo.This kind of precious metals arrived at the mint in the 
shape of ore,and in a refined form,such as obsolete coins, 
jewelry,etc.

Speaking about the origins of the ore Ibn Bacra descri
bes the conditions which had existed under the Patimid caliph 
al~Amir,that is to say about 100 years before the reign of 
al-Kamil.The ore reaching the mint of al-Amir consisted of 
gold dug in mines ( al-dhahab al-macdani ) (2v),of • sand 
-gold • (turba) (2v),and of •vegetal1 gold (nabat)(2v) .The 
first kind of ore is said to have been imported from Maghrib.^

mm-m wmm* —  mm mm mm mm mm ~

l)This could be that high quality gold-ore which merchants of 
Sijilmasa used to obtain in Gana (Eanna of today) and Takrur 
(also in the Prench West Africa of today) .Cf.Abu al^ida?, 
Geographic, ea. ,Reinaud#ii .p.220
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Although Ibn Bacra does not refer to the origin of the 
1 sand-gold* he probably means the veins of gold in the 
Wadi cAllaql, which was well known to ancient^ and Medie
val geographers^ .The rather naif term of * vegetal gold *,

a
used by Ibn Bacra,refers probably to *wash-gold*,which was 
carried by the Nile from the regions situated beyond the 
Mountains of the Moon ( the Mt Ruwenfcori of today )^,down 
to A§$V**an,and below.(2v)

The ample supplies of gold-ore are considered by Ibn 
Bacra to have been the reason for the excellent standard of 
dinars of al-Amir.(2v).One can feel from Ibn B&cra *s words, 
when he speaks about the scarcity of gold,(2v),that things 
looked different in his own days.Difficulties in the supplies 
of gold in Ayyubia Egypt resulted from changed political and 
economic conditions.Several customs-frontiers separating Egypt 
from North Africa,and the loss of maritime supremacy to the 
Italian navy,must have caused serious cuts in trade exchange 
between Egypt and the Maghrib,which had flourished at the 
time of the political union of these two areas under the early 
Eatimids.General uncertainty,caused by the impact of the Crusa
des,made people hide the gold in their possession in expecta-

1) cf.Diodore de Sicile,in Sabatier,Production de 1*Or,p.22
2)cf.Mez,Die Renaissance des Islam,p.415.also Ch*ang Te in 

Bretschneider,Medieval Researches,1,pp.141-2
3) Minor sky, Hudud ,p.69
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tion of securer times,instead of delivering it to the mints 
for conversion into coins.This was probably that vice of 
hoarding which Ibn Ba^ra is complaining about (3r),The inten
sification in trade relations with Europe,successful exter
nal policy,and internal stability,secured by the stern measures 
of al-Kamil,all these factors must have caused an increase
in imports of the gold-ore,which resulted in the high standard

-  1) 2) of al-Kamilfs dinars. ' The information of Qalqashandi 7
according to which the gold coined in the Egyptian mints was 
imported from the land of the Takrur,suggests that the regions 
of West Africa still remained a source of the gold-ore,like 
at the time of al-Amir.

On its arrival to the mint,the precious ore was submitted 
to various chemical processes,by means of which both gold and 
silver were obtained for coining purposes*

Obsolete coins,jewelry and other precious objects made of 
refined metals,constituted another type of raw material used 
by the mint .This kind of material required only some adjustment1 
to raise or reduce its standard of fineness to the official 
level.Gold coins did not offer any difficulties,for the compo
sition of their particular alloys was well known to experien
ced mint-officials,so that the adjustment of that sort of ma-

1) see the diagram at the end of the following chapter.
2) QalqashandT in Anas t as e-Mar ie ,Nuqud al-ilrabiyeh,p.ll5
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terial could be easily calculated.Of the coins restruck by his 
mint Ibn Bacra mentions those issued in Tyre,Damascus,Irbil, 
Sicily,as well as those struck by the Atabegs of Syria,the 
Murabits and Muvvahhids. (4v)

More difficult procedure was required for refining coar
se metal in the shape of jewels,for example.This material had 
first to be assayed with a touchstone,or tested in the refi
ning fire,by far mone reliable method.It was only after its 
standard had been ascertained that the minters could proceed 
with adjusting its alloy.

As for silver it had also to be refined,that is to say, 
cleared from all admixtures contained in its body.

The mint of al-Kamil apparently relied for the supply of 
precious metals on private persons who delivered the bullion or 
coins ±n the mint and obtained official Egyptian currency in 
exchange.The mint did not accept,however,gold of Byzantine 
origin,unless it had previously been subjected to a special 
tax called al-khums^8^)Those who delivered gold to the mint 
were bound to pay certain fees,which were meant to cover expen
ses of the mint and the tax imposed by the diwan.The fees impo
sed on gold amounted to 5^*^&ose imposed on silver are not re
ferred to by Ibn'Bacra.It is known,however,that in A.H.587 
(A.D.1191) the mint of Cairo charged 14^ % for the coining of 
silver. ^

1) for the nature of this tax see Ibn Mammati ,Kitab Qawahin,p.
326

2 ) i b i d̂ p̂.r 33JL
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Chapter_________ XI

M O N E T A R Y  I S S U E S

O F  T H E  M I N T  O F  A L - K A M I L

Ibn Ba^ra speaks of three types of coins which were 
struck in the mint of Cairo in his time .These were dinars, 
nuqra dirhams and waraq dirhams.

Speaking of the Egyptian dinars of al-Kamil Ibn Bacra 
emphasizes their high standard of fineness.He states that the 
Egyptian dinars reached a very high standard in A.H.514 
(.A.D.1120) when the caliph al-Amir ordered an investigation 
into proceedings of his mint.This standard ,called al-Amirl. 
remained unattainable by others,until the accession of al-Kamil, 
It was under this Ayyubid sultan that the standard of the Egyp
tian dinars was said to have surpassed the Amiri standard, 
excelling the standard of all foreign gold coins

An examination of the specific gravities of the Egyptian 
and other dinars of the period of the Crusades confirms the 
statement of Ibn Ba^ra.The percentage of pure gold contained

l)IB,fo 2v
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in the alloy of Amiri dinars which in A.H. £11 (A.321117 ) 
amounted to 97*707 i° ,reached 98*196 1<> in A.H. 514,the year 
of the alledged investigation.Although the standard of Amiri 
dinars struck in the subsequent years was considerably debased, 
(those struck in A.H. 516 and 517 show their standard reduced 
to only 85*425 f° ana 83*596 7® respectively ) - the standard 
of £.H. 514 remained unequalled for a whole century.

The standard of Egyptian dinars suffered especially under 
the administration of Saladin.The armament drive and long war 
efforts of that Egyptian sultan,caused a considerable drain on 
Egypt’s gold ressources.Despite the difficult economic situa
tion caused chiefly by the disruption of trade activities bet
ween Damascus and Egypt by the raids of the Crusaders and theix* 
outposts on the Ked Sea,Saladin had to procure gold cash to 
pay for arms supplied by Christian merchants.To cope with this 
dangerous economic situation Saladin had to debase the standard 
of his coinage by reducing the percentage of pure gold in his 
dinars.This measure is revealed by the specific gravity of the 
dinars of A.H.583 (A.D.1187 -probably before the expedition
against the Crusaders,crowned by the victory at Hattin).The 
percentage of gold is reduced to 80.88 f> only.This situation 
improves gradually under his successors al-Aziz and al-Adil 
when the standard reaches 94.42 fo ( A.H.5&9 ) an(i 96.654 fo 
( A.H.615 ) It was under al-Kamil,however,that the Egyptian
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dinars not only .reached but even surpassed the renown standard 
of al-Amir*1  ̂ amounting in A.H* 627 to 99O H  & pure gold.

A dinar of al-Kamil^^

1'he standard of a 1-Kami 11 s dinars proves that under his 
rule Egyptian gold currency was well stabilised-.Slight fluctu
ations in the standard of his dinars should be attributed to 
imperfection in manufacture rather than to changes in econo
mic circumstances.lt is characteristic ,however,that his dinars 
possessed that high percentage of pure gold tight from the 
beginning of his reign.The fact that the Egyptian gold curren
cy was not affected, by the political and economic threat cau
sed by the invasion of the Erank^ proves* that the standard 
of al-Kamil*s dinars rested on solid gold reserves produced 
by the sound administration of his immediate predecessors or 
that of al-Kamil himself,during the period of his viee-royalty.

it was under al-Kamil that the legend on the Egyptian 
dinars underwent a process of evolution.The inscriptions on 
his early dinars (and dirhams as well ) were carried out in

1) see diagram at the end of this chapter
2) Lane-Poole,Uat.of Oriental Coins in the B.M.,iv.pl.iv.
3) cf. chapt.III,p.82
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visual Kui'ic characters1 ̂ .Ihis was abandoned in A.H.622 
(A.D.1225)jwhen Naskhi script was substituted for the former 
one.

al-Kamil’s dinar with Kaskhi inecription

Ever since the abolishment of the PatimWd caliphate the 
name of the kbbasid caliph reappeared on Egyptian coins.This 
open proclamation of the adherence of the Ayyubids to the 
Sunna was a useful measure of propaganda aimed against linge
ring pro-fatimid feelings.The appearance of ^.bbasid names on 
the coinage of al-Kamil carried with it no political obliga
tions whatever.Keither did the ilbbasid caliph exercise any po
litical authority over Ayyubid Egypt nor did al-Kamil manifest 
his nominally lower status in a more practical way like paying 
tribute,for example.Providing the coinage with the name of 
the Amir al-aumjjalh* cannot ,for instance,be compared with the 
appearance of al-Kamil’s name on tne coinage of minor Syrian
amirs,who in this way recognised the effective suzerainty of

2)the Egyptian ruler. '

1) cf. the dinar of al-Kamil on the preceding page.
2) ef. the coinage of al-Muzaffar <b£ Irbil,Lane-Poole,Cat.of 

Oriental Goins in the B.M.,Add.,p.
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The nuqra and waraq dirhams mentioned by Ibn BacE* 
represent a more complicated problem.Before discussing them,
I feel lit necessary to give here some details referring to 
Ayyubid dirhams and their alloys,which are contained in Ha- 
qrizi,iband. ibn^MammatI.They are arranged here in a chronolo
gical order.
Maqrizi in Shawwal A.H.583 Salaain abolished Black air-

• ana hams and struck Hasiri dirhams,the alloy of which
consisted of 50 % silver and 50 % conoer.

Ibn Mammati2  ̂In A.H. 587 the alloy of Egyptian dirhams consis
ted of 30 % silver and 70 % Conner.

Maqrizi^ i In Dhi al-^acaa A.H.622 al-Kamil issued
al-Kamili or mustadira dirhams,the alloy of which 
consisted of 70 fo silver and 50 % copper. He abo
lished the waraq dirhams which had hitherto been 
in use in Cairo and Alexandria.This state of things 
remained unchanged during the rest of the Ayyubid 
rule.

Against this rather contradictory evidence the expert opi
nion of ibn Bacra leaves no doubt about the nature and alloy 
of the Ayyubid dirhams.On the face of his information it beco

1) Mq. ,Shuoh.,Mayer,p.12
2jlbn Mammati^itab ^awSnln. ,p. 333
3 JMq,, Shudh., Mayer, p. 12
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mes clear that there were two kinas of dirhams,nugra and waraq. 
The alloy of the former consisted of silver only.and that of 
the latter of 50 f silver and 70 fo copper^This statement 
not only contradicts Maqrfzlfs information , already undermined 
by ibn Mammatl,but it throws an interesting light on the nature 
and function of the two different types of dirhams.

The official currency in Islamic countries was based on 
gold/silver.The rate of exchange between various types of coina
ge was based on thefbonitas intrinseca 1 that is to say on 
the real percentage of precious metal in their alloy.kor that 
reason also all calculations were done by weight units,mithqals 
in the case of gold,and dirhams in the case of silver coins. 
While pure gold and silver coins were undoubtedly used in impor
tant trade operations ,the internal Egyptian market possessed 
also its own currency ,to meet the needs of the local retail 
trade.The alloy of this type of currency contained only & cer
tain proportion of silver.The exchange value of this coinage 
was again based on its intrinsic value .According to MaqrfzT 
this type of coins,called Black dirhams#was abrogated by Sala- 
din,who issued a new type called hasirl,and which consisted of 
50 fo silver and $0 fo copper .That Saladin might have really rai

sed the standard of his diirhams is not* impossible,considering 
that this reform followed on his splendid viatory at Hattin,

IB,fos 6v and 7V
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which removed the danger of the Crusaders from the Damashqi 
- Cairo caravane route.At any rata his financial reform must 
have been of short standing since in A.H. 587 ike alloy of his 
dirhams amounted to no more than yd i* silver and 70 f°
copper.Exactly the same proportions are gifeven by ibn Ba^ra 
with regard to the waraq dirhams. In the light of this state
ment and of that contained in the Chronicle of the Patriarchs 
of Alexandria,the account of MaqrTzI lacks in precision.I do 
not alude hereto the fact that contrary to his information, 
the waraq dirhams were in circulation long after the reform 
of A.H. 622,because the prohibition to use a certain type of 
coins, could have been of temporary character only, required 
at the time of the speculative reforms of the sultan.What I 
refuse to accept from MaqrTzi is his claim that the alloy of 
the post-reform airhams was raised to 70 % silver and yd 
copper.The mistake,which might have easily arisen from a slip 
in writing down,or rather copying the source of his information* 
has now been detected thanks to the treatise of Ibn Bacra.
My conclusions are based on the following observations.

1) Ibn Bacra states that 1 mithqal of Egyptian dinars
was exchanged against 40 waraq dirhams.This was the

«)state of things prior to the reform of A.H.622
2) According to Abu Shama the ratio of Egyptian dinars

1) IB,fo 4v >
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to dirhams was in A.H. 636 as 1 1 12. '

3) This is confirmed by the Chronicle of the Patriarchs 
of Alexandria,which gives the exchange rate as 12 ^ 
or 12 ~ of nuqra dirhams or 35 ij waraq dirhams
per dinar (,i*«* one mithqal of dinars ).

When Ibn Bacra speaks of 40 dirham3,he adds that he means% 'V
by them 40 waraq dirhams .These were the common dirhams in 
every day use in Egypt,and whose alloy consisted of 30 fo pu
re silver only .How, the 40 waraq dirhams of 30 ^ silver each 
correspond exactly with 12 dirhams of 100 io silver, that is 
to say 12 nuqra dirhams, which was about the usual exchange 
ratio of silver to gold.Thus the nuqra dirhams appear to be the

■2) l tstandard dirhams of pure silver used in international tra
de exchange,and on the base of which the course of local curren
cy was calculated.

Vnhat was the real nature of al-hamil's reform ? The years 
A.H.622-3 witnessed a rapid increase of the ratio of Egyptian 
dirhams to dinars#Was it due to the improvement of the standard 
of dinars C cf. the diagram at the end of this chapter ) or 
to the reduction of the percentage of silver in the alloy of 
the waraq dirhams ?

1) cf.Cahen,La Syrie du Nord,p.470,ftn.l6
2JBlochet,Histoire d.* d*Egypte de Makrizi,p.427,fnt .1
3) and not of ^ ,as suggests prof.Mayer in QHAP ,iii (1934),p.22
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The rate of 44*5 P©** dinar which is reported in A.H.
622 ^  would suggest a reduction of pure silver to
26.9 1° only.
In the year A.H. 623 the ratio rises to between 47-60 
dirhams,which is tantamount to 25*5 ~ 20 ^

With the introduction of the new dirhams the exchange rate 
t. ' amounts to 37 £-ew ©^d 42 old dirhams per dinar, otherwise

32.4 fo and 28.5 ^ respectively.^
Finally the exchange rate is fixed at 35 new and 45 old 
dirhams per dinar which amounts to 34*2 ^ and 26 ^ pure 
silver.4-̂
Thus although the alloy of the new dirhams seems to be si 

slightly improved, its percentage of silver wavers at 30 f°» 
and not 70 °/° silver,as suggested by Maqrizr. It is possible, 
however,that the new exchange rate never resulted from an im
provement of the alloy,but tepresented the so-called valor 
impositus,i.e. the value imposed arbitrarily by the sultan.

While I do not wish to enter into a discussion concerning 
the natujeB of the Black dirhams,I feel it necessary to chal
lenge again the view of prof .Balog, this time concerning the wm-

1) Blochet,Histo±re „ j 1*Egypte de Makrizi,p.362,fnt.
2) as above
3)as above
4j as above
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rag dirhams*Prof*.Balog consider!-^ the quadrangular dirhams of 
the Ayyubids,which were manufactured by means of transversal 
cutting of narrow ribbons,to be waraq dirhams ,and the small 
round dirhams of al-Kamil to be the new mustadlra type of the 

post-reform type of dirhams*
Here again the treatise of ibn Bacra suggests a differentx

view of the matter.Firstly this method of producing dirhams by 
cutting cast ribbons corresponds exactly with the description 
of the method in which nuqra and not waraq dirhams were
produciA.On the other hahd round dirhams of various si
zes, discussed by prof.Balog,recall rather the round irregular 
waraq dirhams,whose manufacture is so thoroughly described 
by Ibn Bacra.^

I have already mentioned that the alloy of the pre and 
post reform Egyptian local dirhams was basically the same 
( about 30 cf° silver J.Although I have failed in my attempt 
to obtain from 'Biblioth&que Rationale 1 the exact proportions 
of silver contained in the post-reform dirhams discussed by 
prof.Balog,I think that the remark of Lavoix,classifying the

l)Balog,Les Monnaies Divisionnaire de la Fin de l*Epoque Fati- 
mite et au Dtfbut de l'Epoque ii.oubite en Egypte,BIE,xxxiii, 
p.31 ff.

2jIB,fo 6v
3;iB,fo 7v
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the metal of which they were proauced as ’argent du has titre’̂  f 
is a confirmation of the above statement.Thus the dirhams callei 
by prof .Balog 'the new reformed type of al-Kamil', represent 
in my opinion,a reformed type of the old waraq dirhams.The 
term 'mustaalra' given to this post reformed coinage,did not 
refer to the shape of these dirhams,but to the round legends 
rather, which appeare on the post-reform dirhams, and which 
are so exhaustively described by prof.Balog himaeif. ^

1) Lavoix,Cat. des Monnaies Musulmanes,iii.p.245
2) Here is the list of coins which I examined for the compo

sition of the diagram that follows.
A.H. Euler Specific Orav. RfTerence to

vol-page in 
Eat.B.M.

511 al-Amir 18.878 iv • 52
514 * 9 18.973 1 9

516 $ 9 16.505 iv. 53
517 *9 ' ■ * # 16.152 9 9

539 Tafshifin (al-Murabit J 17.204 V m 24
583 Saladin 15.627 iv • 219
589 al-Aziz 18.253 • iv m 78
61? Ydsuf b.Yanqub (alMu- 18.584 V • 37war&idj
612 Muhammad (.KhwarazmJ 17.361 Add. 372
615 al-Adil 19.062 iv • 96
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A.H. Ruler Specific (frav. Ref. to 
vol.-page 

in 
Cat.B.M.

6l6 al-Kamil 1 9 . 1 0 6 iv .103

6l6 al-Ra§ir (̂ Lbbasid) 17.747 1.365
619 al-Mu?affar (Irbil) 18 .43 Add.311
623 Rasir al-i)In jiiahEiud (Mawsil) 17.514 iii.196
624 al-Kamil (Misr) 19.119 iv.104
625 (Cairo) 19.154 9 9

625 al-ii/iustansir (Abbasid ) 18.095 i .168
626 al-Kamil (Cairo) 1 8 . 9 0 2 iv.105
627 1 # 19.178 iv.106
628 #» 18.888 9 9

628 ,, (Alexandria) 18.241 iv.107
629 9 9 9 9 19.047 9 9

629 , ,  t Cairo 18.547 9 9

6 3O , ,  ( Alexandria ) 18.825 iv.108
631 , ,  (. Cairo ) 18.764 9 9

632 9 9 9 9 18.757 9 9

633 Badr al-i)in ( Mawsil ) 17.689 iii .200

6 3? al-Kamil ( Cairo ) 19.174 iv.108
634 9 9  9 9 19. iv.109
634 , ,  ( Alexandria ) 1 8 . 5 2 2 9 9

635 ( Cairo ) 18.411 iv.110
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Chapter XII

T E C H N I C A L  P R O C E S S E S

I do not intend to embark upon a detailed interpretation 
of the minting processes described by ibn Bacra.Repeating them 
here seems to me pointless,unless providing them with appro
priate comments froma a purely scientific point of view.Such 
an approach,however,lies outside the scope of a historical the
sis. I shall,therefore,limit myself to the main phases and me
thods of the actual minting production as employed by the mint 
of al-hamil.As the various ; methods used for manufacturing 
dinars.nuqra and waraq dirhamds,differed from each other,I 
shall discuss them separately.

The method of producing dinars•
Preliminary steps in the production of dinars consisted 

in preparing refined gold.The refined gold was obtained, by 
submitting gold ore to the process of cupellation ( 5r i 5V /
5r $ )*The next step was to ascertain the standard of fine
ness of this refined metal.This was done by means of qualitati ÊC 
ve (with a touchstone ) ( ) and quantitative (with a fire
-test ) ( 5^ ) checks. This was followed by the adjusting of 
the alloy to the required official standard ( 6r ).The adjus
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ted gold was molten down in a special solution and poured into 
a mould.The flans of dinars were produced by the method of cas
ting ( 6r ).The polishing and stamping of the flans completed 
the process of producing dinars ( 6r ).

The method of producing nuqra dirhams •
Silver destined for the conversion into dirhams had first

x
to be tested by means of filing and exposing the filed places 
to the fire.If the silver betrayed some impurities,it had to 
be refined by fusing it with lead.The purity of the refined sil
ver was tested by means of annealing ( 6v ) .The silver thus 
prepared was molten down and cast into oblong,flat ribbons ( 6v 
7r )• The flans of nuqra dirhams were obtained by the appro
priate cutting and subsequent trimming of the ribbons ( Jr )• 
The cutting was followed by rechecking the weight of the flans. 
They were then whitened,polished,heated and stamped. ( 7r )•

The method of nrodueing waraq dirhams.
The first step in the process in question consisted in fu

sing the required proportions of silver and copper. ( 7V )*The 
molten alloy was poured on a special instrument by mefcns of 
which irregular pellets were obtained ( 7v ).These pellets were 
then washed {7T) an(i their alloys checked by means of a quanti
tative test I 8r ). The pellets were turned into flans by means 
of hammering.These flans were then whitened,polished and finally 
stamped ( 8r )•

In all these processes great care was taken to prevent any



wastage of precious metals.(xold and silver which were abs 
bed by the earthy compound,were extracted by means of the 
amalgamation with mercury ( 5** / 5V t 8r / 8v ) «
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Chapter XIII 

T H E  M A S  V S C R I P T  O P  1 B I  B A ^ H A

The manuscript entitled, nitah fi kaahf al-asrar al-ilmiya 
»i dir al~d*rb al-aisriya.written by Mansur ibn Bacra al-Ehaha- 
Til al-Kamili, is at present in the possession of the Library ef 
the King of Egypt ^*Its existence is also reported by Brockel- 
aan who, registering it in the paragraph called •die Politik*,sta* 
tes that "Mansur b.Bacra.....sohrieb 1135-1722 ^

A critical examination of the contents of this treatise ma
kes the remark of Brockelman untenable .The very words *21 awl ana
al-sultan al-malik al-Kamil *, which appear on folio 2r of the

/ ~

manuscript,constitute sufficient evidence that ibn Bacra wrote 
his book during the reign of sultan al«*Kamil,that is between A*L, 
1218-1238«The text constains also other evidence which,in my opi* 
nion,permits to establish more precisely the date of the compo
sition of the treatise* The point which has impressed me in rea
ding the text of ibn Bacra is the careful and conscientious ap
proach of the author to the subject*Thus,for instance,the bio
graphical details about the Eatimid caliph al-Amir are absolute
ly correct*The same applies to the information concerning the

1) cf•Cairo,390
2)Brockelman,(jeschichte der Arabischen Litteratur,G,ii,35&
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minting activities of al-Amifc and al-Kamil,as well as the stan-
* \

dard of their dinars , the exactness of this information has 
been confirmed by the results of the analysis of the available 
coins^. It seems*therefore,unlikely that such a conscientious 
author would have failed to mention the famous reform of al-Ka
mil,which took place in Bhl al-Qacda A.H.622*-^ The reason why 
no trace of this reform can be found in the treatise of ibn Ba~ 
cra,lies in the fact that it was probably composed before the 
reform in qa*stion.This evidence,negative though it is,can be
supported by the fact that ibn Bacra gives the exchange rate of

4)waraq dirhams as 40 against 1 dinar. 'It is known from else
where that,beginning with the year A.H.622 down to the end of
al-Kamil • s reign,the course of waraq dirhams was lower,or 
higher in the ease of the mustadrra dirhams,but never exactly
40. 5)

Basing my conclusions on the above arguments I propose to 
consider A.H.615 (A.B.1218) as fterminus post quem 1 (the 
year of al- Kamil • s accession to the throne ) , and Bhh

1) IB,fo 2v
2) cf. chapt,xi,pp.H7 ff
3)Ma. , Shudh •,Mayer ,p *12
4) IB,fo 4v
5) cf.Chapt.xi,p*124 f.
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al-Qa da A.H. 622 ( 15 Hot 1225 ) as’terminus ante quern *, 
between which ibn Bacra composed his treatise.Thus the ilnfor- 
mations contained in the wofck of ibn Bacra refer to the min
ting activities of the mint of Cairo during the first half 
of al-Kamil’s reign ( except,of course,where stated otherwise 
by the author himself )•

Although the year A.H. 1155 -A.D.1722,mentioned by Broekel-
% *man , is unacceptable as the date of the composition of 

ibn Basra’s treatise, it is,nevertheless correct as far as 
the origin of the existing copy is concerned. The lapse of 
nearly 5 centuries,separating the preserved text from the 
autograph of ibn Bac ra, accounts for many difficulties whiwh 
face anyone attempting a proper understanding of its 
contents.

Nothing is known about Mansur ibn Bacra,except that he was 
a member of the staff of al-Kamil*s mint,which fact can be in
ferred from the contents of his treatise.While his expert know
ledge of minting operations,and of chemical processes especially 
cannot be questioned^, this is not true of his knowledge of 
Arabic.In addition to many grammatical mi stakes, probably commoE- 
ted by ibn Bacra himself,the preserved manuscript is full of 
corrupted terms which should be ascribed to the fact that the 
person copying the earlier manuscript,laeked scientific educa
tion which would have permitted him to perform this task in full 
comprehension of the text at his disposal.Thus the existing copy

l)cf.Holmyard,The Makers of Chemistry,p.77
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of ibn Bacra*s treatise represents an extremely difficult text. 
Polio 4v will serve to illustrate the point.

1̂* il'MrUi.r -Aft.f ~ i •. <i*. w  m.

M mkL h

M  \i\j
j^in -* ‘~ja.V̂C/?tfilfv.̂1*.. tiîlli-....
J&*} t̂ O* 1 a V—U>  ̂*>jp >xUWj

•>c ^

(f-^ityb*) \A^jL. \ X
;-5

LJ > ^ >  . V
L»yh' i *

*LSlill >̂LJUUvtU>.Ai*\̂ unv»̂
^ f c ^ j l j u i U  r U  — ^  jj»j/v* VI) i
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While some of the terms can be reconstructed with certain
ty (Dimishqi,Irbil,Nuriya,huqiya ),for others I have sugges
ted only & tentative reading.

To attempt an edition of such a norrupted Arabic text on 
the basis of a single manuscript would certainly be a risky-
undertaking .Neither was it thought advisable to attempt a lite-

•%
ral translation, and only a paraphrase is used below.I do not 
think,however,that any majorppints of technical procedure 
have been missed,except perhaps for the last four lines of folio 
5v and two first lines of folio 6r ,which I have not been able 
to understand satisfactorily.! omitted also the whfele introduc
tion and the list of chapters,as well as the fragment of folio 
jjv - 4r ,which deals with the medicinal properties of gold,and 
has no bearing upon the subject of minting operations .The nume
rous foot notes, which my Arabic copy of the existing manuscript 
is provided with,are there to illustrate the many shortcomings 
and difficulties complicating the takk of interpretation.
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Chapter______ XIV

E N G L I S H  P A R A P H ' E A S E  O P  T H E  

A R A B I C  T E X T

fo 2r (, p. 172 )̂  Chapter One t on the extracting of gold
from silver which God has created in the body of gold ore#and
on making it entirely and absolutely pure^how give this gold
a reliable standard such as that of the Amiri gold and so as
to conform with it precisely without excess or loss,This will
be done in a method which will constitute evidence,

2)The Ancient kings of Egypt J used to make gold in the 
mint - fo 2v - without a basic standard,Sometimes their stan
dard would rfcse and sometimes fall without their knowledge.
This continued until the reign of al-Amir after whose name the 
Amiri dinars were called,He was one of the Egyptian kings ^

1) the figures in brackets refer to the pagination or Arabic 
copy of the manuscript,
2) see below
3) It is interesting to notiwe the distinction made by ibn 

Bacra with reference to the Patimids and their predecessors.



and was born in al-Qahira al-Mu^izziya on the Tuesday night 
13 Muharram of the year 490.He began his rule at the age
of 5 years t 1 month and 4 days In the year $14 he pro
ceeded with a vigorous inquiry investigating the secrets of 
gold production in the mint .He died on the of the hhu al-Qa-1 •

cda of the year 524 .By his careful examination (p.173 ) of 
this problem he learnt secrets of gold and fixed the standard 
of gold so that it could not be surpassed by others.But when 
our lord sultan al-Kamil learnt about the high quality of 
the Amifcl dinars he eagerly desired that his dinars should 
surpass them. And in fact they are of higher value thaA the 
Amiri dinars. Thus neither in the East nor in the West exist 
dinars excelling the standard al-AmiriT al-Kamill.^

The reason for the success of al-Amir*s achievement was 
that he found that there are } types of gold* mineral, sand 
&&& vegetal .As for the mineral gold (p.l74)#G-od has created it 
in rocks in the shape of ramified branches.lt is found in the 
Maghrib .Sand gold consists of nuggets mixed with gypsum and sand 
and vegetal gold is that which grows in the Nile beyond the 
Mountains of the Moon.The fine parts of this plant are carried 
down the Nile to the territory of Aswan where they are deposited

1)cf.IE,i.p.328
2) as above
3;cf.chapt,xi.p. 116 and 117.Also diagram on p. 128
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in the earth and are seen in Aswan pottery in the shape of small 
pearls.The finest particles of this fine vegetal gold are carried 
from Aswan down the lower reaches of the Nile , appearing 
to those who look for them in the sand on the banks 
of the river p But the efforts spent on extracting them 
do not pay as this gold is very weak.As for the gold 
which the Nile cannot carry away it remains stuck in its place 
and looks like ©blong layers of gypsum.These, then, were the 
three kinds.

It is the silver tinged with gold,which appears first in 
the orej but gradually gold prevails in it over the silver,as 
the metal develops. ( p.175). Gold reaching the mint consists 
of the pure gold,whose process of ripening was completed 
by nature, and of the inferior underdeveloped one.

Gold is the most numerous of all minerals in Godfs world. 
It does not perish and exists everywhere.Furthermore it is gro
wing daily owing to its incessant natural increase.The reason 
for its scarcity in the hands of the people - fo - is to 
be found in their excessive love for it and desire for it , 
and the fact that they store it away. Upon their death,their 
hiding places remain concealed and the metal disappears from 
circulation.

Let us ireturn to the point where we left our narrative. 
Al~Amir took three equal parts,one of each of the three kinds 
of gold,cast them into ingots,flattened them,cut them as thin
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as nails and melted them in the mint-furnace for one night in 
the usual way,(p.$76) turning the three different kinds of gold 
into a single one. A strong fire of Acacia wood, made over 
them , dissolved the gold and silver which God has created 
but nature has failed to turn into pure gold. As for 
pure gold, it does not meIt,resisting the fire on account of 
the perfection of its nature. But its weight is reduced 
by the amount of silver eliminated from it in the refi
ning fire "^because of the weakness of its body and the imper
fection of its nature.The extracted silver is weighed with pre
cision.How this silver is extracted from the earthy compound

2)shall be described later. J This silver is labelled as follows 1 
•Silver coming from the first night of the refining proeess*. 
The gold is then refined for another night,and so the third 
and the fourth nights (p.177 )»until sirsim ^  appears instead 
of silver in the earthy compound.You then go back to the*silver 
coming from the first night of the refining process • ,add to it

1) tacllq .Cf Dimashqi,Al-Ishara ila Mahasin al-tijara,p.8 $ 
also Hitter,Der Islam,Band vii,p.51#also Wiedemann,Beitrage, 
xxxii,p*37 *&lso ibn MammatI,Aitab Qawahln,p.332 jalso

Wstenfeld,£ie Geographie und Verwaltung von Sgypten,p.l65 ftn
» A

2) see below p.144
3) is it sirr al-sXm ? (the core of gold) .For the meaning of 

sTm as gold,see al-Mukhasqas,xii,p.22
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an equal amount of ’non golden silver*1),and cast it together 
with the gold*You should flatten it,cut and refine it for one 
night and take it out in the morning*You then squeeze it and tak 
ke down its weight*If the loss suffered by the gold is smaller 
than the quantity of silver added to it than the gold is not 
pure.You do the same with the • silver coming from the second

X ^

night of the refining process *, and again take out the gold, 
wash,squeeze and weigh it*You do it (p«178 ) in the same way 
with the remaining portions of silver adding to it an equiva
lent of the gharlba silver2)*If the losses suffered by gold 
equal the weight of the silver which was added to the gold,thin 
the gold is absolutely free from silver* -fo 3V -

The reason for this is that whenever the ore is returned 
to the refining fire,only pure and clean gold can resist it, 
while the by-mixtures of silver together with gold of inferior 
quality must separate from the fine gold*

Describing that process I used the term ’golden silver’, 
meaning by it that silver which oozes out of gold,and which 
would have become gold if it had remained in the ore.You also 
should know that the ghariba silver,I mean the ’non-golden sil
ver1,attracts all the golden silver,separating it from gold and 
turning into silver*It is inthi this way that gold is purified 
(p*179) and reaches a fixed standard of fineness which can be

1) see below this page
2) see below this page
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tested with the following experiment .Take four cups of equal 
size and put in each of them equal amounts of go Id, silver, sand 
and "bran mixed with clay.The whole lot should be refined simul
taneously under the same fire,all cups being placed on the sa
me level .When the cups are taken out all four portions of gold 
show absolutely the same standard, be cause whenever you refine 
gold,whose standard has already been ad justed,nothing but in
ferior gold can be lost in the process.The more you refine 13* 
gold (p.180 ) the higher its standard becomes .When the amount 
of gold has been reduced to its original weight,it never 
suffers any loss again, 
fo 4r (p.182 )

Last section of the first chapter describing the method
in which the golden silver is extracted from the earthy com-

1) 2)pound.Por this purpose a concave salaya ' and a fihr J (p.183)
#

the size of a hand,both of hard stone,are required.The earthy
compounife from each ’refining night1 are placed one after the
other on the salaya ,mixed with a little water,and pounded

#

with the fihr .You then add a required amount of mercury,mix it 
with the earthy compound so that the silver amalgamates with 
that mercury .Pour some water on it, taking care that no mercury 
escapes when you remove the water .When the earthy compound has 
been washed away,put the mercury in a piece of parchment and

1) for the meaning of salaya and fihr see Sigell,Arabisch 
-Deutsches Worterbuch7p.98

2) see above
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squeeze the mercury by rolling that parchment .Put the silver, 
which remains in the shape of nuts,on a potsherd and place it 
over fire.This method will force any remaining mercury to se
parate from silver.Thereupon the silver is cast and labelled 
•silver coming from the first night of the refining process f. 
This method is applied to each particular quantity of the ear
thy compound, (p.184).

Chanter Two tDescription of gold coins of different stan
dards and shapes -fo 4v ** and a list of losses suffered by 
each particular type of these coins in the refining process, 
once they have fceen adjusted to the Egyptian standard of fine- 
*ness.

Refining of the Suriya gold."^ Its loss in the refining
m

process amounts to 2 j fo before it attains the Egyptian
■ p)standard.Tax imposed by the dlwan ' and salaries of minters

amount to 5 *The exchange rate of 1 mithqal of Suriya gold
is 37 dirhams,with the course of 40 waraq dirhems against
1 Egyptian dinar .Part of the loss can be recovered afterwards,

2 1This amounts to ^ ^ being the sirsiia.You should also know
♦

l) Although the word is almost illegible I propose to read it 
as Suriya ,especially as we know that the standard of the 
Suriya dinars was only slightly inferior to the Egyptian 
one.Cf .Cahen,La Syrie du Rord,p.470,ftn 16

2) cf. below p. 163 ,fo 8v
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that in the case of high quality gold,like al-Yacqubi for in
stance, ̂  the earthy compound contains sirsim only* If you ded
with gold of inferior quality (p.185 ) nothing but goldeh sil-

2ver can be recovered from the compound.In any case only % of3
the total loss can be recovered from the earthy compound.The 
rest disappears because of volatilisation,or destruction by the 
force of fire.

Refining of the Dimishqi gold .its loss in the refining 
process amounts to 5̂ Tax and salaries — 5 $>#Eest 90 j£.The 
exchange rate is 36 dirhams per mi thqal, according to the abô ve 
mentioned course.Sirsim is recovered from the earthy compound.

Refining of the Muzaffariya. (struck in Irbil Its loss
amounts to 11 ^#plus the 5 f° levied by the mint .Rest 84 
with the course of 33 j dirhams per mithqal

Refining of the Murabitiya (?) ^  as above. (p#l86).

1) G-old struck by &1-Muwahhids ? e£.Sauvaire,Mat£r. (1882 ),p.68
2)for Muzaffar al-Hn Kukuburl cf.Ibn Khallikan*s Biographi

cal Dictionary,ed.de Slane,ii.p.535
3) obvious mathematical error,should be 33 w i**ste%d.

4) ms. reads Murabita.for gold struck by al-Murabits,cf.Sau- vaire,Mat£r. (I8S2),p *41
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Refining of the Atabakiya (?)^.Its loss amounts to 15 %9 
pins the 5f° levied by the mint .Rest 80 ?£,with the course of 
52 dirhams per mithqal.

Refining of the Nuriya^  .Its loss amounts to 10 /6#plus 
5 % levied by the mint .Rest 85 7k.The exchange rate is 24 dir
hams per mithqal.^

Refining of the huqiya Its loss amounts to }0 fo9
plus 5 f> levied by the mint.The, exchange rate is 26 dirhams 
per mi thqal.

As to the gold which is debased with silver,its price 
should be ascertained with & touchstone .As co The coarse golct 
only Q-od knows its losses in the refining process.

Chapter Three on the making of touchneedles by means of
which every kind (p.187 ) of coarse gold may be tested with a 
touchstone.

One mithqal of pure official gold is taken less 1 qirat.
in the place of which 1 qirat of golden silver (fo 5r ) is
added.This is cast into an ingot which is engraved *the stan
dard of 23 qlakts * .Subsequently 22 qirats of hign quality 
gold are cast with 2 qirats of silver.This is engraved fthe 
standard of 22 qirSts •.By substituting gradually silver ~

1) ms reads al-tabakiy a.Most probably refers to coins struck 
in Mawsil.

2)Coins struck by the Ayyubias of Aleppo ?
3)obvious mistake,should be instead.
4)Coins struck in Palermo ?cf.Sauvaire,Mat£r.(1880),p.449
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for gold: you get a touchneedle consisting of ^ silver and 
i gold*This standard is 1 out-of-course* .The number of standards 
should be 18,weighing 18 ndthqals,of which 10 ^ is gold (p.188) 
and 7 g mithqal is golden silver.All these touchneedles are 
affixed to a silver form together with the touchst©ne,one after 
another,beginning wilhthe official one,and ending with the 
• out-of-course1 standard*

If you happen to meet some unknown gold,you should assay 
it close to those touchneedles.And the colour of this gold, 
when compared with that of the touchneedles,reveals to: you 
the real value of the assayed metal. It may happen, how ever, that 
this gold contains cipper and though it shows fine red colour 
on the touchstone,its standard of fineness is deficient*But if 
you heat it its colour will change to black or any other colour, 
because this metal constains copper,be it in small or great 
quantity* (p.189 ).

Chapter ffour on the refining of gold and constructing a 
furnace•

A cupola is built,round inside and quadrangular on the 
outside.The surface of its base is 4 square hand-spans,except 
the width of the wall .Each time a course of bricks is laid it 
is covered with fine clay and salt,so that the interior of the 
dome is plastered with clay mixed with salt up to the top.The 
cupola ends with a small open earthenware chimney to let fire 
come through.lt has a door like that of an oven.The bottom of 
the furnace,which is provided with ah earthenware fire-grate,
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is raised from the ground to the height of two courses of
bricks*
» *The proportions of the earthy compound which is required
for the fefining of gold ifresh,soft,red brick is finely pow
dered and sifted.Two measures of this substance are mixed with

i

one measure of salt,all this is moistened with a little water. 
The description of the refining of gold. (p.190 ).Some of that 
mixture is put into a cup of red clay,in alternate layers with 
thinnely cut gold,until the cup is full,whereupon another cup 
is put on it.Their joints are closed with clay.This clay is sea
led to prevent substitution.The cup is then put in the middle 
of the furnace,on another brick and another upset cup,so that 
many cups can be dealt with simultaneously.The gold contents 
of each cup differ 4?fo 5V - from each other.Wot that reason 
oups containing fine' gdld should be placed above the cups with 
inferior gold,because fine gold can resist the heat of the fire. 
The heat is softer below,so that the inferior gold does not 
suffer great loss.Then Acacia wood is placed between the cups 
and the walls of the furnace.The wood is lighted and when it 
bums well,the furnace should be shut with a bolt for a whole 
night.The furnace is then opened and its contents taken out.Tim 
seal is removed and the contents of the cups sifted (p,191 ) 
with a sieve over an earthenware vessel.Care should be taken 
of the earthy residue from which silver is to be extracted.
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The loss suffered by gold is ascertained by means of scales.It 
is also assayed close to the official standard and if their
colours are alike,the refined gold is given the official stan
dard. If,however, the standard of the refined gold is inferior, 
then it must be refined until it reaches that standard.

Chaioter Five on the testing of the standard of the hara-, ------
ja. 7 Refined gold is cast into ingots.The two ends of each 
ingot are sliced off and all of these bits are melted down to
gether.Two mithqals of this gold are taken and hammered into 
two leaves,equal in shape and weight.Two other similar leaves
are made of the Amiri gold.They are the check plates .The ham-

2)mering is done on a steel form 7 .'The four plates are put in a 
cup*(p*192).Firstly the two test plates are placed on a layer 
of the earthy compound, facing each other,and Mfcecovered with 
another layer of that mixture.Then the two check plates are pla
ced in a similar fashion.The cup is filled with that mixture 
and labelled ftest cup*.Its lid is strengthened in the usual 
way and sealed with clay .Then it is deposited in a small furna
ce,built for that pugmse,where it is kept under fire for one 
night and day .Afterwards both the check and test cups are ta-

1) haraja seems to be a technical term given to refined gold 
delivered to the mint by private customers.cf.fo 8v and 9**. 
see also Maqrrzi,Suluk,ed.Ziyada,ii,p.393a^n »Also Van Gren- nep,Le ducat v£nitien en Egypte,HR,1897*PP*496-7

2)The drawing of this form was contained in the original text, 
but does not appear in the existing copy.
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ken out,and each one of them cleaned with a woolen rag on a 
wooden board ,until all doubt disappears •The calculations con
cerning the refining of the haraja,are based upon the results 
of this experiment.The weight of the plates was previously ta
ken down in mithqals and grains in order to know the loss cau
sed by the fire,and make the calculations possible .The plates 
are now weighed on scales and the loss of the test plates is
compared with that of the check plates*If the difference does r 

1 1} not exceed 15 grain,the haraja is passed ,and can be tur-
2)ned into dinars after polishing and stamping• '

- fo 6r - (p*193 ) Chapter Six on the polishing of dinars be
fore stamping them.Put molten gold in an earthenware cup and 
cover it with crushed salt moistened with a little sweet water. 
Make strong wood-fire over it (p.194) until the salt dissolves 
like lead.Pour out the gold into a mould in which the flans are 
cast .Clean the flans with cold water and fine sand.Dry them in 
a cup over a gentle fire .You may then proceed to stamp. If the 
cupola of the furnace is stained with salt,you should remove 
the sidt deposit.

Chapter Seven on the adjusting of the standard of haraja 
by calculating the loss incurred by it in the refining process. 
Example ithe haraja weighs 100 mithq.To reach the official stan-

1) A  similar process is described by ibn Mamraatl,hitab Qawanin, 
P. 332

2)The rest of the chapter is not clear.
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dard the haraja must lose 1 grain per mithqal in one night .The 
test shows that this haraja loses two grains per mithqal excel
ling thus the official standard.The following is the method by 
which the haraja will lose only 1 grain per mithqal .Only 50 
mithq. are submitted to the refining process.The loss amounts 
to 2 grains per mithqal .Afterwards these fifty mithqals are 
melted together with the remaining lot ( 50 mithq.) (p.195)#so 
that the losses of the whole haraja (100 mithq.) amount to 
1 grain per mithqal.This method of splitting permits the adjus
ting of the standard of haraja.You should also know the diffi
culty arising from the adjusting of gold mixed with copper.Its 
standard cannot be adjusted and its loss is enormous, mnl ess & 
quantity of golden silver,amounting to “  the weight of the 
gold,is melted with it.The silver extracts the whole copper 
and permits the gold to reach the exact standard.

* Chapter Eight on the extracting of silver from the earthy 
compound.Put two kayl-cups of the earthy compound on the stone 
and add to it 10 artal of mercury.Moistent it with water and

s

turn the stone four times.Remove all water,earthy compound,mer
cury and silver,from the stone into a vessel.Shake it (p.196 ) 
so that the earthy compound mixes with water,while mercury and 
silver settle on the bottom.Remove the water with the earthy 
compound into another vessel,where it will dry and* take shape 
of cakes,as described later.Squeeze the mercury,which lies on
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the bottom of the first vessel,with a parchment so that the mezv 
cury comes out through its pores -fo 6v -,while the silver re
mains in the shape of nuts .The proportion of silver to mercury
in these nuts is still 1 to 6 .Take an earthenware matr,fill

*

two thirds of it with these nuts and the rest with broken pot
sherds.Place the matr in a kettle with water,fixed in a kole 
in the ground,and make a fire over the bottom of the matr. The 
heated mercury is driven off as vapoury to be condensed in the 
jug with water.In this way silver is cleared from mercury.You 
then take the cakes,(they are called atlaq ),break them,put 
into the matr and repeat the process of distilling the mercury- ! 
Place four cups of the earthy compound (p*197)^ on the stone, 
adding to it 5 artal of mercury and do it in the same way as 
with extracting silver .Mercury lost in this operation amounts 
to 2 2 Jiirhams per 1 j&ith^miof silver of gold.

Chanter Nine on the refining of silver with lead. Silver 
is pure2  ̂ when it is free of copper^ and black lead.4^One can 
test its purity by filing the silver at a certain point and ex-

1) to extract gold ?
2) talgham.Cf.al-Dimishqi,ftokhbet ed-Dahr,ed.Mehren,p.51
3) and 4) cf.Sigell,becknamen in der Arabischen Alchemistisc-henliterature.
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posing the filed place to fire.If its colour changes or turns
black this silver is adulterated.If the colour does not change
the silver is pure.Certainly,even pure silver suffers losses in
the refining process,but these losses become gradually smaller
every time you repeat the re fining. The substance which oozes
out of the silver is called habaq.x j*he refining is done in the

$

following way .Put silver in a deep crucible made of a compo
sition (p.198 ) consisting of equal amounts of slaked lime and 
sifted ash,moistened with a little water.Add 1 rati of lead to

s

every 3^0 dirhams of silver.Place'coal on it and blow with bel
lows, until the silver has melted down.Put some wood on it and 
continue blowing until the lead and the copper are destroyed and 
pure silver obtained.Take it out and beat with a hammer on an 
anvil.Heat it and if the silver does not break in melting -it 
is pure.But if it does not stand the melting and breaks up,it 
still contains lead.

Chapter Ten on making the nuqra dirhams.Silver should be 
melted in a crucible.(p.199 )*As it gradually liquefies,the dis
solved substance is poured out into a darsal,while the crucible 
with the remaining still undissolved silver should be covered.
- 7r ~ This is more economic than the melting and pouring out 
of the whole lot,which would result in losses caused by evapora 
tion.The cast ingot is cut into pieces,each of them weighing

1) see below p.l55*ftn 1



more than 1 dirham .Thus, for instance,an ingot weighing 20 dir
hams should be divided into 15 pieces,whose total weight should 
be 100 qirats.If a piece proves smaller than 1 dirham,then it

0

should be made into a half-a-dirham.This operation is followed 
by the process of polishing and stamping.

Chapter Eleven on the polishing of nuqra dirhams .Having 
completed melting and adjusting the flans,you heat them and rub 
them with lime-water .When the flans turn white you polish 
them with soft sifted sand.(p.200 ).Dried up with bran and sub
sequently cleaned,the flans are ready for stamping.The flans 
are heated in an iron pot.As for the filings,they are cast to
gether and made into dirhams in the usual way,untill finally 
there remains but one dirham which,too,is molten,cast,polished 
and stamped.

Chapter Twelve on the extracting of silver from the lead
1)substance called habaq. 7 Crumble the habaq and put it into a

0 •

deep crucible made of moistened ash only.Erect subsequently over

1) for the explanation of this term I applied to Dr D.MacKie 
(Department of History of Science,University College),who, 
having consulted Dr.E.J.Holmyard and Prof.J.R.Parlington, 
suggests that habaq might mean litharge (by-product in 
separation of silver from lead),although in Arabic this is 
usually called martak.The description of the process,although 
detailed,is notclear from chemical point of view.6f.also 
Wiedemann,Beitrage,xxiii,Band 42 (1910 ),p.322.Also al-Shay- 
zari,Hitab Hihayet.,p.79
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this crucible a construction of the following shape .A tall chim
ney 2 ells long,its diameter being 1 | span.The bottom of this 
construction is larger than its top.A rubash1  ̂ is built on top 
of it.This construction has no door.Light fire with wood,fill 
the furnace with charcoal, and blow continuously with the rub ash
until the habaq melt s. Add to every qintar of habaq 20 artal of • >  ̂" #
lead.When this is absorbed introduce Ip.201) all the habaq.one

6

load of habaq and one load of coal .Make sure that it is melted 
Close to the furnace is another deep crucible made of equal a- 
mounts of ash and lime.It is placed lower than the bottom of the 
first crucible,30 that the habaq and the contents of the crucible

A

flow down into that external crucible. On its top appears sil-
_ 2) — — *5)ver iqltmiya 7 like zujaj al-bulis'7 pwhich is dirt coming from

1) see below p.159
2) iqirmlya one of the volatile products formed in the manu

facture of silver and copper. Mem, As. Soc.Beng.,i (1905),p .56 
ftn.Also cf. Rnska,Las Steinbuch des Arist.,p.l38.Also 
al-Kazi,ed.Ruska,p.50 ifwenn das Cold mit einem anderen Mine
ral vermengt ist...so reinigt seine substanz und treibt sie 
hoch ein Stein,mit Schwarz gemischt,zum Teil auch von der 
karbe des G-lases.. .Auch dem Silber wird bei Qazwini ein ahn- 
licher Stein zugeschrieben.Hach Vullers soil iqlimiya die 
Schlacke sein.* -See also ̂ li ibn °Isa,ed.Wood,p.51 .*lso ibn 
Bayt5r,ii.pp.514-5-6.Also Sigell,.&rab .-Leusehes Wort.p.77 See below fo 4r (p.181 ).

3) While this word does not figure in any dictionary,various au
thorities translate it as followstKremer,dulturgeschichte.,i.
p.278 -(bolusJ armenische Siegelerde.£)e Slane,Prol^gomfcnes,i., 
p.364 -(bol dtiirmenieJ-terre sigill?e.SiKell.Arab.-Deutsch.Wort. 
p . 7 8, - (feajr bulus)-Paulus-Stein. Lapis Pauli .Van Ber chem, Mat Titian 
MIFAQ.xxv. 0.60 ftn.lal-balsj -potasse.Mantran et Sauvaget,Rigle- 
ments kiscaux Ottomans,p769 ftn.Vbilis -cendres alcalines.See 
also al-sujaj a 1-bhlis in ibn Mammatl,p736l.Also Dimashqi,ed.
Mehren,p*94. *
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pebble and ash*Throw it away by skimming the surface of the
habaq with an iron ladle,whereupon the habaq takes the shane 
• *

of a cake. In the meantime the furnace is destroyed and in its 
place you put another deep crucible made of ash and slaked lime, 
moistened with a little water,in the usaal way•Construct over 
this crucible a small but high, cupola*It has a large door and 
in front of this door is an opening* The mouth of the rub ash is 
introduced into the side of the cupola .Fill this crucible with 
charcoal and blow on it*Thereupon place the cake on the coal, 
continuing the blowing until the cake is dissolved.-7V - 
(p.202 ).Then the door of the cupola must be closed with the 
clay and sand, and blowing continues .Yellow smoke escaping thrcqgi 
the above mentioned opening,which later turns blue,is a sign 
that the contents -of the cupola are boiling .Subsequently you c e 
open the door of the cupola and find dried habaq which has

m

turned like eyes.In its middle is a cake of molten
silver,which must be removed.This silver is placed in a third
crucible,open and without any construction,where it is submit-

2)ted to primary refining ,until it is rendered pure*This .*..' 
is used by druggists for the ointing of the zabadi^,ete.

1) I am unable to give any satisfactory explanation for this, 
undo lib tedly, alchemical term.

* • •2)see above p .152
3)small bowl
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Chapter Thirteen on the casting of the warag1  ̂dirhams .Add
to one part of pare silver 2g parts of red copper,besides the

2)hubub al-nar '.Thus,for example,to 1800 dirhams of pure silver 
you should add 4200 dirhams of copper,making the total 6000 dir
hams and 200 dirhams.The hubub al-nar are used (p.203) order 
to maintain the standard of 30 dirhams.The loss of 200 dirhams

x  . *

which occurs in 6000 is thus replaced with the additional 200 
dirhams of the hubub al-nar.^ Copper is melted first,and as it 
dissolves becoming fluid like water,hot silver is thrown into 
it.After being dissolved silver should be covered with crushed 
charcoal so that it aoes not get stiff.If you take from the cru
cible any quantity,be it 1,10 or 100 dirhams,and refine it in

-  4) 1the rubas , you will always obtain 1 part of silver and 2 ^
parts of copper,according to the first adjustment .Ten dirhams,

1)for the spelling of this term see Mq. ,Suluk,ed.Ziyada,i. 
p.506,ftn 6

2) hubub al-iyar ? additional quantity of silver or copper ?
3)If every }0 dirhams lose 1 dirham in the fire,requiring thus 
1 additional dirham to maintain the standard,then 6000 dir
hams,losing 200 dirhams,require 200 additional dirhams*

4) in distinction from rubas with sin or rub ash, rubas with sad, 
seems to mean refining.Cf.Dozy,i.564*See below fo.8r (p.204)
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for instance,should produce } dirhams of silver .But this pro
portion cannot be achieved without the addition of the hubub 
al-nar.

Subsequently a moulder removes with iron tongs the small 
crucible containing the dissolved silver and copper,from the 
ifutaqa in the furnace,and pours the substance on top of a 
wooden cupola in the shape of helmet,which stands in the middle 
of a jug filled with sweet water,The top of this cupola is cove
red with a iittle crushed charcoal.This causes the liquid sil
ver,which is poured on the cupola,to become round and to fall 
into the wat4?;fn^lhe jug it takes the shape of irregular,smal
ler and bigger pellets.Close to the moulder stands another wor
ker holding crushed charcoal. scatters it on the cupola when
ever the moulder pours out the silver. This method prevents 
the drops from sticking to each other and gives the pellets cor- 
rect shapes.Afterwards the pellets are collected from the bottom 
of the jug,washed from the coal dirt and dried outside.Next step 
consists of testing the standard of the waraq flans.
-fo 8r - Chapter Fourteen on teStisg the standard of the

waraq dirhams,Dissolve 2 rati of lead in a crucible made of
1 2the compnund consisting of j lime and ^ ash .Take 15 dirhams 

weight from the whole lot of alloyed waraq dirhams and melt it 
down in the saio crucible under the rub ash .The rub ash is a kind 
of bellows turned upside down so that the blast coming from 
their mouth reaches the middle of the crucible, (p.205 )•
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The lead attracts copper contained in the silver*This copper 
takes shape of a cake,in the middle of which lies a small cake 
of silver.In the middle of the latter is yet another cake of 
lead which has turned Subsequently place the cake
of silver into another crucible of fresh compound and start 
blowing again with the rub ash, until the lead, still remaining i
in the silver,has been burnt .The size of the cake with lead

i
in its middle has been reduced.You eject the i*ad again*You 
then place the cake of silver in yet another crucible and repeat 
the same operation .When the silver 3ms become free from both >
lead and copper,you should ascertain its weight,and if it is

1 2) amounts to 4 g dirhams weight ' or more,then the standard
of the waraq alloy is correct.The next steps are carried
out by the minters who hammer these flans,(p.206 ),polish
and finally stamp them*

Chapter Fifteen on polishing waraq dirhams,Boil sharp
vinegar ^  in a copper vessel and having heated the dirhams,
dip them in that vinegar.Rub them with salt until they cease
to be black and become white.Rinse them with sweet water in i

1)see ftn on p .157
2)notice the mistake of ibn Mammati in his description of a 

similar process.Ki tab QawanXn,p*333
3) khall - vitriol ? Cf .Sigell,Decknamen in der Arabischen 

Alchemistischen Literatur,p.39
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a wooden da stir and rub them with wood of sumaq tree , until 
the whiteness intensifies so that their colour resembles that 
of pure silver.1  ̂ Dry them with bran and when you have fini-

I :
shed it,clean them from bran*Thereupon you can proceed to 
stamp them with a die*

Chanter Sixteen on the extracting of the silver residue ,
from the furnaces,crucibles and the earthy compound,by means

i
of amalgamation with mercury.Take crucibles used for melting 
the waraq alloy, crush them adding water,and place 2 wayba of 
this pulp,together with 6 artal of mercury, in the grinding ,
stone .Turn the stone for half & day •Pill the stone with water,

>- 8v - shake it and remove the stone .Pour the whole of the 
water (p. 207 ) the earthy compound at once,so that *
the mercury and silver remain in the stone.Squeeze them with i

pa piece of parchment, so that the mercury comes out .Pill ^ of 
an earthenware mug with the nuts which remain in the parchment 
and the rest with broken potsherds .Place this mug in a jug !
filled with water .Make a fire behind the mug, so that the mercu- '
ry condenses in the jug with water.The waraq alloy,obtained ;
in this way, is then refined with the rubash.to destroy copper 
which is in its body.Only then the silver is rendered pure.

1) for this method of whitening flans containing copper, cf 
Luschin von Ebengreuth,Allgemeine Munzkunde.,p.6o
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There are differences of opinion concerning this method.
One rule is that gold and silver residue must not be put toge
ther in the grinding stones.

Chapter Seventeen on the staff of the mint and their duties 
Al~mush5.rif.he is responsible for the gold and silver produced 
in the mint,as well as for the tools and standards of measures, 
dies and instrument s.He must seal the furnaces and compare the 
degree of purity of the precious metal (p.208 ) with the ac
count s.A^shahid,his duty consists in supervising the activi
ties of the mint and checking the accounts.Al-naqgash ,his hand 
must be sealed to ensure his loyalty.The engraving of dies is 
to be his exclusive occupation.This increases his skill and 
makes the dies difficult to imitate .Workers must not approach 
a new die.Al-muqaddam.he protects^the maintenance of the offi
cial standard of gold and silver.He can achieve this if he knows

ithe standard of every lot of raw material delivered to the mint, 
the loss suffered by the hara ja in the refining process and the I 
necessary adjustments giving this haraja the official standard. 
Thus he prevents the substitution of sub«rstandard unstamped raw > 
material for the tested haraja,which fraud might happen when the 
haraja nears the official standard.This causes a loss to the dj[~ 
wan.It is*possible,for example,that the owner of the raw mate
rial has a die with which to mark at home.And if he is not

* v 1) for coining outside the mint,of.Blochet,Histoire d'Egypte
de Makrizi,p.399*i*tn
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prevented, from doing that,he may mark the haraja himself ̂ voi
ding the payment of tax,normally levied by the divan on raw ma-

i

terial passing the mint (p*209 ),This cannot happen if there is 
somebody knowing the methods and taking care of furnaces,It al
so may happen that Greek gold,stolen from the khums.is placed 
in the furnace instead of the Islamic gold*If the mint-workers 
ignore it,the diwan is deprived of the tax which is imposed on 
the imported gold.*^ - fo 9r - If the muqaddam negligently seals 
the furnace containing a crucible,such negligence creates va
rious possibilities of abuse.Thus it is possible for the owner 
of the haraja to make at home check and test plates*But while 
he makes the test plate of pure gold,he adds something to the 
check plate*He provides them with marks imitating those of the 
minters,and seals the cup with a stamp resembling the stamp of 
the mint.( p.210 ) .He then secretly places his cup in the fur
nace .When the minters test the standard of that hara j a they 
find in the furnace the cup left by the owner of the haraja.
When the plates are checked the haraja-plate shows the official 
standard.In this way the haraja is ordered to be stamped,althou^:> 
it is defective.The owner of the haraja may also steal a test 
cup from the furnace.He opens it and by breaking a bit of the 
check plate makes its weight equal to the test plate.He stamps 
the cup approprietly and puts it back to the furnace.When the

* contents of the cup are tested,the weight of the test plate ag-

l)see abowe p.ll6
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fees with the check plate.The haraja is consequently stamped, 
although it is deficient.He can also*mix 1 qirat of crushed • 
golden silver with clay and besmear with it the bottom of the 
crucible in which the check plate is placed, (p.211 ).In the 
process of melting,the silver mixes with the gold, so that the 
standard of the check gold is lower than that of the haraja 
plate.As for the standard of silver,three rules should be ob
served. Silver can only be refined in the presence of the cudul 
and under the control of the muqaddam.The same applies to the 
reduction and folding of silver.If the silver splits then it 
must be refined again*The weighing of silver and copper,and pla
cing them in the furnace can only be carried out in the presence 
of the muqaddam.He must be there until the furnace is emptied 
and must see that nobody,apart from the moulders,approaches the 
furnace*This prevents the adding or substracting of copper in 
the adjusting process ..Finally the last and the most important 
consideration concerning the methods of safeguarding the stan
dard* - fo 9^ - A mistake in the process of alloying silver 
with copper,committed in the melting,cannot be traced by checking 
the standard*The muaaddam must,therefore,be on guafd (p*212 ) 
against nine defects at the time otf adjusting the standard %
1) - he must beware of the appearance of the tub ,1 mean the

sand and lime,in the compound
2) - it should not appear in the crucible
3) - nor in the rubash
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4) ~ or in the iron ladle which is used for skimming off
5) - he must beware of coal adhering to the surface of the

cast
6) - he must beware of defects arising from heating silver in

one operation only (it should be heated twice,the first 
fire being drier than the second,and the second hammering 
stronger than the first ) when silver is purified from 
copper and iron ^

7) - the silver must be dipped only in salt,vinegar,and rubbed
only with sumac,so that all its whiteness appears*

8) - not to apply defective dies to coins
9) - the correct assessment of copper should be made before it

is thrown into the crucible*
If the weight of silver proves defective in the process of 

adjusting then the muqaddam is held responsible for that.But 
if a mistake occurs in the course of melting,then the moulder 
is charged for the loss.

(p.213 )
Completed on 12 Hbl al-Qacda A.H*1135

1) al-Ahmar -iron,and al-aswad -copper, cf .Sigell, Alchemist is che 
Beckziamen,pp.34 and 35 respectively*
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